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This practicum presents the results of pmperty rights research conducted 
during the spring and summer of 1995 in the Arrow Lakes ValIey of Interior 
British Columbia, Canada. The general purpose of the research was to document 
how decision-making authority over natural resources was distributed among 
stakeholders in a mountainous region in Canada. The specific objectives of this 
study were to: idenm and descnbe naairal resonrce uses in the Upper Arrow 
Lakes Valley; identm the stakeholders to these resources; describe the 
distribution of decision-making authority over them; idenm instances of shared 
or overIapping decision authority; and derive recommendations for the inclusion 
of multiple property rights into nahiral resowces decision-making in the area. 

Fieldwork was based on an iterative use of semi-structured interviews, 
ongoing literature review, two site visits, non-paramenic data analysis, field 
observations and a stnictured commwilty sutvey. A variety of social science and 
rapid appraisal techniques were used to cross reference and trianplate research 
fmdings and a case study of the wild mushroom harvest was used to exemplify 
and direct the use of property rights analysis in resource management decision- 
making. The research identified eleven types of land and resource use 
classifications in the study area including forests, wiIdlife, parks, recreation, 
agriculture, water, hydro-electric reservoirs, wild mushrooms, hotsprings, 
senlement and mining. It was determined that all rights over na& resources 
were based primarily on state and / or private property control, several of the 
resource types demonstrate common property-like characteristics and one 
resource (wild mushrooms) was described as an open access resource. 

Conclusions establish that the tradition of managing state proputy for single 
purpose uses is being challenged by growing mdti-stakeholder involvement and 
demand for shared decision authority, at ai i  levels of resource use. The detailed 
analysis of property right characteristics suggests that local resource users in the 
area of study have poorly articulated but growing input into decision-making 
processes. The analysis of the wild mushraom management strategy shows how 
property rights analysis allows for the formation of manageable groupings of 
stakeholders, identification of their specific motivations for management, and 
provides a broader n;imework for negotiations between stakeholders, beyond 
simple 'ownership' rights. 
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Chapter One - Introduction 

The forested lands dong the Arrow Lakes near Nakusp, British Columbia are 

an example of a mukiple use resource that retains different, and often divergent 

meanings to many people. Through the last huadred years these lands have 

undergone considerable changes, both in physicd usage, perceived value and in 

management. They have supported a diversity of Mestyles and resource-based 

industries through multiple cycles of extraction, economic booms (and associated 

busts), and episodic pattern of regional senlement (ARA, 1994; 1995; CORE. 

1994, MoF, 1994). Recent history sees these very same forests as either 

neglected wilderness to be conquered, a source of export revenue to be retained, 

wasteland to be made productive, and I or prime wildlife habitat to be preserved 

(CORE, 1994; MoF, 1994; Wilson, 1973). 

Each of these perspectives has typicaliy been based on exclusive ownership 

and allocation of land to single purpose uses (Pearse, 1988). Values, however, like 

people, change over time, and in this once wild and independent land a new 

phenornenon has occurred; that of multiple use decision-making (MoF, 1994; 

CORE, 1994; MoE, 1995). There are no new lands to allocate for resource 

exploitation, and there is growing pressure for shared management and 

overlapping use of a limited set of lands that are alteady divided (CORE, 1994; 

MoE, 1994; Forest Renewal, 1995). In a legal sense. a multitude of @ use 

rights are starting to catch up to, and overlap, simple ownership rights (Ross. 

1995). 

This research provides an analysis of the physical, social and property rights 

changes that have occurred in the Arrow Lakes Valley. In a context of changing 

values, flexible practices and multiple preferences, property rights theory provides 

the framework for stnicturing stakeholder rights, duties and responsibilities and 



extrapolating patterns of land-use, over the. Such an analysis implies not only 

an identification of the resource or land-use in question but an understanding of 

the different persans or groups laying clairn to these cesources and the extent of 

their decision-making authority. The area amund Nakusp, B.C. is no stranger to 

change and land-use controversy and provides an interesthg case shidy for such 

research. 

1.1 Purpose 

The purpose of this research was to document how decision-making authority 

over natural resources is distributed among stakeholder groups in the Upper 

Arrow Lakes Valley of Interior British Columbia, Canada. To this end, property 

rights research was used to relate rights over a resource to observed land-use 

practices. The full articulation of property rights is generally recognized to 

include the rights of access, use, management, exclusion and alienation (Schlager 

and Ostrom, 1993).1 For the purpose of this practicum, the distribution of these 

five property nght characteristics is used to go beyond the basic ownership types 

(State, Pnvate, Common Property, or Open Access) to identify multiple layers of 

stakeholder rights and overlapping claims to the same landscapes. The detailed 

property right characteristics are then combined with historic land-use practices 

to extrapolate trends in decision-making, and to provide a base for making 

recommendations for nanual resources management and planning in the region, 

'A discussion of the use of these terrns is pmvided in Chapter Two. 



13 Objectives 

The specinc objectives of the nsearch were: 

1) To identify and describe n a d  resource uses in the Amow Lakes Valley; 
2) To identify the stakeholders of these resources (e.g. users, claimants, 

proprietors and owners); 
3) To describe the distribution of decision-making authority over these 

naturai resources, as held by each stakeholder p u p ;  
4) To idenw patterns of overlap or shared decision-making authority; 
5) To derive recommendations for the inclusion of property rights research in 

natural resources management and decision-making in the study area. 

13 Termhology 

Certain words are used throughout this research that may call for clarification. 

The word "stakeholders" for example, is used to describe not just the owners of a 

resource or resource area but the whole range of proprietors, claimants and usee 

(see references to SchIager and Ostrom in Chapter Two) who are able to lay some 

form of claim. It is important to note here that many researchers would not 

consider a government agency, for example, as a stakeholder group. This texm 

was chosen, however, as it is descriptive and inclusive in nature and broadly 

refers to the widest range of person's, players, actors and / or agents holding some 

fom of 'stake' or 'claim' to the resource in question. The important idea is one 

of multiplicity. 

Other contested words include the term 'Property Rights' itself. Chapter Two 

discusses this debate in some detail. Suffice it to Say that the term is used as it 

reflects the widest range of stakeholder rights, interests, responsibilities and 

authorities over a given resource. From a management perspective, property 

rights refers to general patterns of ownership and the degree that these claims 



express decision-making authority over a resource. Property Rights Holders. 

therefore, refers to -se staking these daims (&a. 'stakeholders'). In a sense, 

'property rights holders' cm be used interchangeably with 'stakeholders' when 

referring to less fomally recognized claims to a resource-based benefit s t m m  (i.e. 

de facto property rïghts). It is recognized that academic literature's register some 

disapproval over the use of almost pp~r t e m  but the terminology chosen in this 

practicum appears to be the most flexible and workable alternatives cwrently 

available. 

1.4 Methods 

This practicum presents the results of seven weeks of field work completed 

during the spring and summer of 1995, followed by m e r  literature review, data 

analysis and debate over property rïghts theory, application and practice. The 

emphasis, throughout, is placed on the role that different stakeholders contribute 

to resource management and decision-making in the study area. Using primary 

interviews, available historical, statistical and empincai data and drawing heavily 

from regional planning and management documents, the research describes 

multiple land-uses in the area, identifies key players involved in making land-use 

decisions, articulates the distribution of the property right characteristics over 

these resources, and discusses relationships between overlapping rights and land- 

use practices. The Arrow Lakes region was chosen for case study research as 

information was available on multiple types of resource use, the scale was 

compatible with the companion research site in India and many resources were 

under significant pressures for change. 



1.5 Delimitations & Research Context 

This practicum was produced as a subset of an international, cross disciplinary 

project entitled "Sustainable Development of Moutain EnWonments in hdia 

and Canada" and was supported by the Shastri Indo-Canadian Institute ihrough 

a grant by the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA). The project 

was based at the University of Manitoba, the University of Delhi and the Indian 

Institute of Science, and was carried out in cooperation with the International 

Institute of Sustainable Development. The study team was led by F. Berkes, 

Principal Investigator; RB. Singh, Chief Co-investigator; and J.S. Gardner, Senior 

Inves tigator. 

The objective of the overall project was to develop environmentally, socially 

and culturally sustainable policies for use in mountain watershed ecosystems. 

More specifically, the goals of the project were: 

To develop integrated methods best suited for the comparative study of land 
resource management policies in forested mountaia watersheds; 
To study the successes and failures of mountain environment resource 
management policies and their social. economic, and historical context as 
revealed in case studies; 
To develop cross-cultural criteria for assessing sustainability in mountain 
environments; 
To interact with policy-makers in resource management and sustainable 
development, so that policy implications of the study are communicated to the 
appropriate parties. 

In 1994, the project analyzed land and resource use patterns in selected 

watersheds in the Upper Beas River valley in the Himalayas of Himachal Pradesh 

State. In 1995, the research team concentrated on cornpanion analyses of the 

Columbia River Valley of lnterior British CoIumbia in Western Canada. The joint 

Canadian-Indian team. which included expertise in naturd resources, remote 

sensing, geography and anthropology, investigated the sustainability of mountain 

environments, the local socioeconomic system and the biogeophysical 

Introduction 1 



characteristics of the surrounding watershed. In both Canada and India, the 

investigations corne at a tirne of rapid social, econornic, environmental and land- 

use changes. In India, these took the form of sapid economic change in which 

agricultural, grazing and forest land resources were adapting to the arriva1 of 

commercialization and regional and global economic integration. In Canada, 

environmentai, social and land-use changes were cornpethg with traditional 

attitudes and development of resource stocks. with local, reghm.1 and global 

pressures for more sustainable harvesting. 

A series of technical reports was produced fkom this project. This practicum is 

an expansion of the ninth in the series entitied: 'Troperty Rights in a Canadian 

Mountain Ecosystem: Land-Use, Stakeholders and Natual Resources Decision- 

making in a British Columbia Case Study," by Greg Stevens. Tech. Rep. No. 9 

(May 1996). Of the three technical reports that pertain to British Columbia,2 the 

other two are: 

"Locally identified signs and signals of sustainability: Arrow Lakes Region, West 
Kootenay. BC," By Colin Dufield, Tech. Rep. No. 7 (May 1996). 

"Sustainability in a mountain watershed ecosystem: Resource use in the 
Columbia River Vailey near Nakusp, British Columbia," by Jay Anderson, 
Tech. Rep. No. 8 (May 1996). 

ZThe other reports in the scries arc as follows: 
"Sustainabiiity of a mountain watershed ecosystem in the Himachal Pradesh Himalayas: Background and 
overview," by F. Berkes et al., Tech. Rep. No. 1 (Feb. 1995). 

'Tourism and risk fiom natutal hazards, Manali, Himachal Pradesh, India" by J.S. Gardner, Tech. Rep. 
No. 2 (March 1995). 

"Gender, class and the commons: A case study fiom the Indian Himalayas in natural resources 
management," by Kcml Davidson-Hunt, Tech. Rep. No. 3 (May 1995). 

'The stau, village and the cornmoncc Interactions in the management of a western Himalayan commons," 
by Tain Davidson-Hunt, Tech. Rep. No. 4 (lune 1993). 

''Livelihood security in mountain cmsystcms: Coping and adapting in two Himdayan villages, Indiq" by 
Lamie Ham. Tech- Rcp. No. 5 (lune 1995). 

"Sustainability indicators in a temperate mountain watershed: Two villages of the Upper Beas River, 
Himachal Pradesh, India," by Colin Dufield, Tech, Rep. No. 6 (June 1995). 



1.6 Organization of the Practicum 

This practicum is organized into seven chapters. Followirig Chapter One, the 

Introduction, Chapter Two presents a discussion of the theoretical basis for 

property rights research and institutional analysis. Chapter Three provides an 

overview of the methods used throughout the research. Chapter Four reviews 

the geographical and socio-economic characteristics of the study area, foliowed 

by a more complete look at local land-use patterns as they have changed over 

tirne. Chapter Five contains the detailed property rights analysis of each of the 

major resource types as they relate to the different groups of stakeholders. Multi- 

stakeholder patterns of decision-making are also included in this section. Chap ter 

Six summarizes the lessons drawn fkom the research findings and applies them to 

policy development for wild mushroom management in the study area. Chapter 

Seven concludes by discussing the research in context of overlapping or shared 

decision-making characteristics, developing some general conclusions and 

submitting recommendations for progressing this research into the future. 



Chapter Two - Theory 
5 

As a practical core of sustainable development, natural resource management 

tries to balance the multiple attributes of a resource with the policies and practices 

used to manage it, over tirne. Natural resource decision-making, therefore, is a 

complex negotiation involving both environmental, economic and social 

parameters as weii as the dynamics of stakeholder values, rights and perceptions 

as they interact over tirne. Property rights andysis is used in this context as a tool 

to pull these parameters together and identw the changing patterns of land-use 

and decision-rnakuig that guide natural resources use over the.  These pattems 

may be identified in many ways. such as through an analysis of institutional 

arrangements (i.e. the identifcation of the govenunental bodies, professional 

associations, community organizations or individual leadership that establish or 

guide 'niles of conduct'), through the compatison of de jure land-use mles (Le. 

legislation, legal precedents or forma1 policy guidelines) with the de facto 

practices and customary actions actually foUowed by the stakeholders on the 

ground. or through simple description of the socio-geo-physical changes that 

the area has undergow (i.e. through some combination of statistical and empirical 

data analysis). Ail of these forms of pattern aaalysis are used to varying degrees 

throughout this practicum. It is by providing a framework for bringing multiple 

parameters together that property rights theory becomes usefùl as a precursor for 

natural resources decision-making. 

2.1 Property Rights Theory 

Following Bromley, property rights are essentially human constnicts or 

conventions that descnbe a relationship between an individual or group (i.e. right 

holders), an object of value (Le. benefit stream) and all othe'rs in respect to that 

object (Le. duty bearers) (Bromley, 1989, 1992; Schlager and Ostrom, 1993). The 



term 'benefit stream' refers to something of value against which a claim is laid. 

In this sense, a natural resource such as a forest, water, wildlife, or minerai resource 

can be valued in a variety of ways including the production of economic 

commodities, maintenance of ecologicai integrity and / or the spirituality imbued 

on it fiom society. The 'rights holder' refers to the different inindividuals, 

groups or social institutions who lay this claim with a nasonable expectation of 

success (such as a private citizen, an organization, the state, a cornmunity group, 

or nobody). The term 'duty bearer' refers to the recognition by others as to the 

legitimacy and efficacy of these claims (articulated through various layers of 

rigbts. duties, laws, practices or customs). 

The recognition of property nghts in the context of duty infers a dependence 

on some form of authority system for ensuring exclusion and cornpliance. Such 

systems of authority - or property rights regimes as they are referred to by 

Bromley - indicate who, in any given situation, has the legitimate authorÎty or 

sanction to act in a pre-determined way, who benefits from any given behavior, 

and how the 'rules' will be applied (Bromley, 1989, 1992). Although no one form 

of property rÎghts proves itself to be superior to any other for ensuring 

sustainability in al1 cases, aii forms of property rights recognize that an 

enforceable articulation of stakeholder values is a necessary precursor to 

managed decision-making (Bromley, 1989; Berkes, 1995; Becker, 1996; 

Schlager, 1993). 

Taxonomically. property right systems (aka: property nght regimes) are 

typically characterized as either private property (res privada; rights and duties 

held by an individual); state property (res publica; rights and duties held by the 

govemment); common property (res cummunis; rights and duties held by some 

form of collective or group); or non-property (open access or res nullius; a 

situation in which rÎghts and duties are not recognized to be held by anybody). 



It is important to remember that the dwerences between these taxa refer to the 

social institutions and preferences that have evolved around a resource and are 

not, in any way, defined by the inherent natural or physical qualities of the 

resource itself (McKean, 1996; Bromley, 1989.1992; Schlager and Ostrom, 1993; 

Becker and Gibson. 1996; Berkes, 1989,1995). 

Property Rig& Continuum 

Property rïghts can be seen to exist dong a continuum between the black and 

white polarities of private propercy (representing pure atomistic decision-making) 

and state property (representing perfectly centralized decision-making), balanced 

by multiple shades of overlap. Both of the research sites (in India and Canada) 

fa11 somewhere in between these two extremes, with the Canadian case study 

tending to pit state authority in explicit opposition to individual freedoms, and 

with the Indian case study demonstratuig a longer history of negotiated rïghts 

operating at a local-scale. Common Property is a special case where decision- 

making is shared by a group and seems to be more readily recognized to exist in 

longer established world traditions and cultures, rather than in the relatively 

modem North American govemmental institutions of Canada and the United 

States. Irrespective of where they are found or what form they take, in 9 cases 

property nghts regimes try to control open access situations and manage 

resources for the benefit of right holders and the exclusion of duty bearers, in the 

dynarnic of a real world setting. 

Figure 1: Property Rights Continuum 
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In a private property regime, individuals have a right to undertake certain 

actions and uses that are acceptable to the generai society and which are 

legitimized and protected by the state (Bromley, 1992). AU others have the duty 

to allow these socially acceptable actions and uses, in context of certain 

govemmental restrictions that protect the individual rights of other citizens 

(Brornley, 1992). Examples include individual land holdings used for agriculture, 

forestry, mining or Iivelihood support where individual actions do not contravene 

societal health and safety laws and / or torts such as nuisance and negligence. 

Private property relies on the interactive forces of atomistic cornpetition to 

aiiocate wealth through a perfect, but typically short-sighted market system with 

a strong commodity bias.3 This may in fact be effective at maintainhg and 

managing both wealth and the transaction costs that keep an economy running, 

but runs into considerable problerns addresshg non-market valuation of scarce 

resources, managing fugitive or physically indivisible resources (such as air, 

d n g  water and nature resewes), and recognizing the signifcance and stability 

of long-term tirne preferences and discount rates (Pearce and Turner, 1991 ; 

Randall, 1987; Anderson, 1991; Larsoa and Bromley, 1990) 

Stafe Property 

In state property, the govemment, or its designated agencies, have decision 

authority over a resource and the right to determine various use and access niles. 

whereas individual citizens have the duty to observe these rules (Bromley, 1992). 

The govemment may either directiy manage state-owned natural resources or 

lease them to groups and iadividuals who are thus given usufmct rights over 

- - - - - - - - - 

3 ~ e e  Pearsc (1988), Anderson (1991) or Randail (1987) for a discussion of the economics of equity and the 
market economy. Please note, however, the continued misuse of the tenn 'commons' in their books. and 
their traditional market vahation bias. 



aspects of the resource for a specifi.ed period of tirne. State property regimes are 

characterized by the of ownership and control (management) frcun 
actual in the sense that ownership resides with the citizenry at large (Le. the 

state) and control resides with a class of bureaucrats (Le. state departments), while 

use resides with a subset of the citizenry (i.e. recognized users) (Bromley, 1992). 

Examples in Canada included Provincial foresu, parks, most highway and 

transportation infrastructure, Iaw enforcement, military protection, wildlife 

management and most water resources. State property relates control and 

allocation of resources to a centralized and / or regional bureaucracy that 

typically biases towards large institutionai demands and power relations? 

Because of issues of scale, fluctuating societal values, market externalities, and 

problems of exclusion and enforcement, state ownership and management may 

address issues of stability but can become bureaucratic, politicized and 

unresponsive to local neeàs (Singh, 1993; Narayan, 1996; MoF, 1994; CORE, 

1994). A typical question asked is "who is the public that the state represents?" 

Common Propem 

Common property exists in the broadest sense when ownership and control 

are retained by a group with defmed membership and management rules, and 

where no one individual has exclusive decision authority over the resource in 

question (Bromley. 1989. 1992; Berkes, 1989; McMean, 1996). Individual 

members have both rights and duties with respect to the use and maintenance of 

the thing of value, in context of the group. Non-mernbers have the duty to abide 

by these d e s .  In a way. comrnon property represents private property for the 

group (McKean, 1996) and tends to be effective when the nsource in question is 

considered physically indivisible but claimable by many. 

- - - - - - - 

4 ~ e e  just about any book by John Kenneth Galbraith for a discussion on institutional powv in this contact. 



In Canadian law, common pmperty is not explicitly recognized as it is in many 

other countries (eq. Switzerland, Norway, Sweden, South Afnca, Jap an...; Martin, 

1988, 1992; Hess, 1996), but situations where property is controlied by a group 

without individual alienation authority do exist, and include community 

watersheds, local municipalities, private clubs, some cooperative organizations 

and al i  First Nations. Common propetty is characterized by an emphasis on local 

into resource decision-making but becomes burdened with issues of 

cooperation,. an inherent bias towards inclusion and problems pertaining to 

legitimate recognition by outsiders .s 

Another issue with common property is dennitional. Common property as a 

tenn has been misrepresented as irnplying everything from communist 

propaganda, to an uncontrollable retrogression leading towards sloth, idleness 

and misery, to a naively quaint but invariable path to failure (Goldman, 1996; 

Colby, 1991; Hardin, 1994; Pearse, 1988). Note the bias inherent in such 

statements, however, as simple observation finds that no one form of authority 

regime, neither the practice of the fke market nor socialistic economies, appears to 

have managed the environment more or less sustainably than any other (Colby, 

1991; Narayan, 1995, 1996; Singh, 1993). 

Property Ideology 

Ideological proponents prefemng one ptoperty arrangement or another. 

continuaiiy make daims that their tegime is better at managing a particular 

resource than any other, period. There is no irrevocable proof to sustain this 

%ee Berkes et al (1989) and Bmmley et al (1989) for a discussion and uamples of  traditional common 
property situations. Charlotte Hess (1996) provides the most hcent updatc to Fenton Martin's (1988, 
1992) Bibfiography on Common Pool Resources and Collective Action, which lists thousands of 
functioning Common Property regimes throughout the world. The rcferences coming out of  the 
"Workshop in Political Theory and Policy Andysisn in Indiana discuss this legitimization and inclusion 
issue as well. 

1 Theorv j 



daim, and in fact, there are ample examples of resource depletion and poor 

management practices taking place e u  evevery property rights regime 

(Colby, 1991; CBT, 1995; CORE, 1994; MoF, 1994; Hitcdin, 1968; WCED, 

1987; Narayan, 1996). Larson and Bromley have analyzed the composition of 

some of these daims and concluded that the superiority premise upon which such 

doctrine rests is "inconsistent with both theoretical results and empincal 

observations" (Larson and Bromley, 1989). 

The real question king faced in the property rights literature is not whether 

one regime contains characteristics which are inherently (and invariably) better 

than another, but which combination of institutional arrangements is most 

appropnate to effectively and sustainably manage resources within any given 

socio-physical setting (Becker and Gibson, 1996; Berkes, 1989, 1995; Bromley, 

1989, 1992, Chambers, 1991; Freudenberger, 1994; Ostrom, 1990; Schiager and 

Ostrom, 1993). The search in any property rights ideology, therefore, is to fmd an 

effective, appropriate and oftentimes dynamic balance to real world change. In 

other words, neither complete privatization nor centralized control is necessarily 

preferable, except as each affects the reality of resource management in its own 

irnmediate social, economic and geo-physical world. 

2.2 Tragedy of Non-Property 

The real problem in many instances of resource depletion is the absence of 

effective management regimes necessary to maintain the sustained use of the 

resourw base (Bromley, 1992; Hardin, 1968; Berkes, 1989; Becker and Gibson, 

1996). When property rights and duties are not defined and benefit strearns are 

available to anyone, in an effective 'free-for-all,' we have a situation of non- 

property (or open access to a resource). Under conditions of non-property there 



is no accepted system for claims settlement, enforcement or exclusion, and al1 

users are effectively uncertain as to how they may or may not benefit or be 

harmed in tbis system. Uafortunately, since then is no secure daim in a situation 

of non-property, "it is logically inconsistent to define these situations as 

property" (Bromley, 1989,1992). 

This is when the confusion cornes in. Open access exists in any situation 

where po auaority structute is reco- and neither exclusion nor 

management is possible. thus leaving a situation where "everybody's access is 

nobody's property" (Bromley, 1989, 1992). By its very nature, an open access 

situation cm effectively exist within  pi^ property regime when either the 

existing authority structure fails or the system is undergoing the uncertainty of 

change. Possible examples of non-property include such frontiers as the 

unregdated fishenes in the high seas, space exploration. and mining of the deep 

ocean floor. More pertinent examples occur when an existing authority regime 

devolves into an effective open access situation through ineffective management. 

non-enforcement of property rights, or changing use of the resource. Local 

examples include some traditional forest practices, new or 'unlegislateci' resource 

definitions and some historiai mining activities. 

Definitional Furore? 

The property rights debate has been notoriously controversial in the literanue 

as it became bogged down by both defuiitional and paradigm problems. The 

locus of academic banter focused on Hardids inappropriate 1968 'Tragedy of the 

Commons' tednology maligning the term 'common property' with the meaning 

of 'open access.' Using a descriptive parable, Hardin described a situation of 

individuai rational behavior overexploiting an environmental resource, leading to 

overall depletion (and poverty) for everyone (Hardin, 1968, 1994; Goldman, 



1996). This, in itself. is not inconsistent with what common property theonsts 

would term non-property or open access, but because of confushg terminology, 

has led to gross misunderstandings and misguided academic furore (Goldman, 

1996; Bromley, 1989, 1990, 1992; McKean, 1996). "If scholars use the same 

words or terms to describe fisndamentaily different situations. ideas or 

phenornena, then progress in undentandhg is impeded rather than advanced" 

(Bromley, 1989,1990). 

Hardin's lax laquage led to ideological high-jacking of the tragedy debate 

by private property enthusiasu who proposed that pnly the private property 

paradigm couid Save the world's resources h m  over-exploitation. As discussed 

by Bromley, this is simply ideologicd naiveté and ignores the fact that an open 

access or non-property situation can occur with cornpliance or legitimacy failures 

in 9 n ~ .  property rights system. incIuding private, state or common property 

(Bromley, 1989 - 1992; Berkes, 1989; Schlager and Ostrom, 1993). 

A Management Solution? 

The coroilary to the tragedy debate, however, is that any natural resource may 

be managed successfully given recognizable and enforceable property regimes 

that are appropriate to the existhg social, environmental and economic dynamic 

(McKean, 1996; Becker and Gibson, 1996). These polemics have led to 

si@icant literatwe by the anti-tragedy school (Goldman, 1996) documenting 

instances of effective common property management regimes located around the 

world (Berkes, 1989; Bromley, 1989; Martin, 1988, 1992: Hess, 1996). 

Non-property is recognized as a problem by ali property regime theonsts 

irrespective of their ideologicd strïpes. Consistent with ail of the property rights 

arguments is the notion that the non-existence of effective management 

institutions leads to tragedy b y decreasing accountability , externaliuig costs and 



eliminating incentives to manage for the long-term (Bromley, 1985, 1989; Larson, 

1990). nie management question is not if one or another property regime can 

successfully manage a given resoum, but w h e w  any of these regimes can 

adapt to changes. pressures and demands associated with that resource. To his 

credit, Hardin's 1994 recantation of the tenn 'commons' as redy  implying 

'unmanaged common' aUows us now to harmonize his tragedy arguments with 

their historical nemesis (Le. the 'anti-tragedy school' of Berkes, Bromley, Ostrom, 

Hess, McKean, etc....). Unfortunately, the damage is entrenched and 

misunderstandings continue. 

Both the tragedy and the anti-tragedy school actually agree that the 

unmanaged 'free for ali' nature of many natural resources can lead to 

environmental deterioration as the individuals benefiting from ovenise are not 

necessarily burdened by the accrued social costs - thus leading to the tragedy 

(Harciin, 1968; McKean, 1996; Larson and Bromley. 1990; Bromley, 1989). 

Both arguments describe the problems associated with gpy property regime (Le. 

private, public or common) when deaIing with an open access free for dl, and 

both schools admit that neither private property nor state property regimes are 

invariably adequate to do the job (Hardin, 1968, 1994; Berkes, 1989, 1995; 

Bromley, 1989,1992). 

2.3 Analysis of Property Rights Characteristics 

The content problem of managing n a d  resources can be addressed by 

going inside the details of the property rights regimes themselves. Schlager and 

Ostrom hypothesize that the more complete the set (or bundle) of property rights 

held by any property rights holder, the more likely that they are to invest in 

resolving the problems associated with managed resource use (Schlager and 

Ostrom, 1993). What this means is that different rights or 'strands' in a property 



rights bundle "may be distributed in various combinations among natural and 

legal persons, groups, and severai publics, including the many units of 

govemment" (Ciriacy-Wanthrop and Bishop, 1975). The various combinations 

of these rights give different incentives for management to each stakeholder 

group (Schlager and Ostrom, 1993; Becker and Gibson, 1996; B d e y ,  1989). 

Schlager and Osmm use a matrix to mode1 the relationship between property 

rights holders and their detailed pmperty rights holdings, where the full bundle of 

rights is divided into the categories of access, withdrawal, management, exclusion 

and dienation. Access refers to the right to enter a defined physical property. 

Withdrawal  refers to the right to obtain the products of a resource. 

Management refers to the right to regulate interna1 use patterns and transform 

the resource by making improvements. Exclusion refers to the right to determine 

who will have access rights, and how that right may be used. And Alienation 

refers to the right to sel1 or lease management and exclusion rights (Le. 

transferability) (Schlager and Ostrom, 1993). 

Schlager and Ostrom funher propose bat, for operational purposes, the 

holders of these nghts can be arrayed into groups based on the different 

'bundies' of property rights that they hold. Authorized Users retain simply the 

rights of access and withdrawal. Although these rights are clear and 

cornpensable, authorized users lack the authority to devise the rules of 

management or to enforce the exclusion of others. Examples could include 

iicensed hunters, fishers, and forestry workers. Claimants possess the access and 

withdrawal rights of authorized users, plus the more general rights of 

management. This means that they have a direct role in devising management 

niles, although they still have no authority in limiting access and withdrawal 

nghts of users. Examples would include stakeholder groups contributing to 

resource management cornmittees or forestry companies that devise their own 



harvesting plans. Proprietors actualiy authorize who may access a resource and 

how resources may be utilized. They do not, however, have full alienation rights. 

Examples include area-based forestry companies that can manage the land but 

need permission to seii it, First Nations, and some community owned lands- 

Owners =tain the authority to exploit and transfet di odiet rights. Ultimately this 

refers to the owner's ability to buy and seii the property parce1 itself. Examples 

include private property held in fee simple, some instances of state property and 

legally recognked forrns of common property. 

't Access and Withdrawal Management r Exclusion Nienation 
I 
Auihorized User 4 
Cl aimant 4 d 

rbpriewr J 4 J 

- - - -  - .  

Table 1: Schlager and Ostrom Theoretical Property Rights Matrix 

Alternative Propetty Right Characten'stics 

The dynamic of resource allocation is obviously not this simple and numerous 

other variations and combinations of property rights do, of course, exist. 

Bromley(1989), for example, mentions eleven characteristics representing a full 

bundle of ownership including the right to possess, the rights to use, the right to 

manage. the right to the income. the right to the capitai, the right to security, 

transmissibility, absence of terrn, the prohibition of harmful use, iiability to 

execution, and the nght of residuary character. Harvey (1994), on the other hand, 

concentrates on a simpler four part bundle including the right to possess, the right 

to use, the right to the incorne fkom the thing and the right to deal with the thing 

in the sense of title, put up as security, etc ... For the purpose of this research, the 

mode1 of five categories of property rights, as previously descnbed in Schlager 

and Ostrom and appiied by Davidson-Hunt, in the complementary property nghts 

research completed in the Indian Himalayan section of this project, was used. 



2.4 Multiple Stakeholders and Overlapping Property Rights 

The management argument to the open access problem summizes that 

identification of multiple stakeholder groupings, understanding of their 

incentives, and incorporation of al l  levels of nght holders into natwal resource 

decision-making can lead to the implementation of more effective management 

practices (Schlager and Ostrorn, 1993). Since property rÏghts and benefits are 

seen to be related, it stands to reason that if any given stakeholder has no Say or 

control over land-use decisions they will find it difficult to invest their the, 

money and efforts into long-tenn care and improvement of these lands, unless 

they are able to capture some form of the benefits for themselves (Schlager and 

Ostrom, 1993; Bromley, 1992; MoELP, 1995; FPC, 1995; CORE, 1994; 

Freudenberger, 1994). If one subscribes to the belief that local users, claimants 

and proprietors can be as much part of the management solution, as the problem, 

then one can Say that effective management of a nanual resource depends on 

recognizing the practical contributions of ali stakeholders to the decision-making 

process, accepting their ability to retain local benefits, and identiwing their 

responsibility to manage long-tenn liabilities. Irrespective of the confines of 

whatever property rights regime they operate in. 

In the international development literature it is noted that: 

. ..while authors offer different lists of the conditions necessary for 
successful resource management .... most analyses include three 
fundamental requirement s ; first, individuals from local communities 
must highly value a natural resource to have the incentive to manage it 
sustainably. Second, property rights must be devolved to those 
individuals who use the resource to allow them to benefit from its 
management. Third, these individuals at the local level mua also have 
the ability to create micro-institutions to regulate the use of the 
resource" (Becker and Gibson, 1996). 



This idea that community involvement is useful in project planning is quite 

widely accepted in the international arena, where 'beneficiary participation' is 

seen by the World Bank, for example, as "the single most important factor 

contributing to project efkctiveness" (Narayan, 1996), and where "the average 

rates of r e m  for projects that were based on adequate understanding and 

analysis of social conditions were more than twice as high as those for socially 

incompaa'ble and poorly analyzed projects" (Cemea, 199 1). 

Here in Canada, the research is more empirical but shows that involving a l l  the 

interested parties (Le. users, claimants, proprietors and owners) in naniral resource 

management processes ensures "that public values and technical feasibility are 

ed t w  during a consensus building process" and helps create 

increasingly "ppular and workable results" (Fraser, 1996). According to Fraser 

(1996), in an ideal world, a balanceci decision-making process would eventually 

develop between provincial level ministries and local institutions, with a strong 

network of community level management boards to provide landscape level 

expertise and cornmitment. 

Tlie Butonce of Change 

Typically, the evolution fiom one form of decision-making process to another 

gives insight into the social dynamic s~r~ounding natural resource management in 

an area. From a property rights perspective, "when new things become scarce, 

when tastes and preferences change, or when relative prices change, it follows 

immediately that the old niles wiil no longer suffke and existing institutional 

arrangements are challenged ta adapt" (Brodey, 1990). This process means that 

in settings of great change, the institutional (os property) arrangements that 

traditionaliy maintained law and order may become quite ineffective in dealing 

with the reality of new values and new stakeholders (Bromley, 1990). "New 

institutional arrangements are continuaiiy established to define the property 



regime over land and related natural resources - whether that regime be one we 

would cal1 state property, private (individual) property or one of common 

property" (Bromley, 1990). 

It is intereshg to note that, in Canada, as the distribution of property rights 

over natural nsources has evolved h m  an e a r k  predomhance of singular and 

exclusive ownership rïghts to a more recent multi-faceted set of overlapping use 

rights, so too have management practices and definitions of 'legitimate' 

stakeholders changed. In the Canadian context, it seems that namal resources 

have traditionally been 'owned' and managed by the Crown (primarily via 

provincial jurisdiction with some federal influence) which tended to allocate 

portions of these resources through licenses, permits, statutes or outnght sale to 

Iarger claimants and proprietors to be exploited and used for economic progress 

(e.g. profit for the company, taxes for the state, jobs for the community). The 

trend was for most natural resources to be managed independently of one 

another, based on isolated, project specific analyses of economic, or bio-physical, 

or political pressures (e.g. the stereotypical 'fÎontier mentality' of take it or leave 

it independence that was prevalent at the tum of the century - Colby, 1991; 

Ross, 1995; CORE, 1994; WCED, 1987). 

With the environmental revolution of the 1970s and '80s decision authority 

started to change as other stakeholders became increasingly aware of 

interlinkages and overlaps between naturai resources and human well-being 

(CORE, 1994; Ross, 1995). Public or stakeholder involvement started to enter 

the management debate as the multiple faces of neighboring interests started to 

demand a Say in the management of resources that involved them. The result of 

this evolution was the recognition and increasing incorporation of divergent 

multi-stakeholder values at ail levels of natural resource decision-making 

(Narayan, 1996; NRTEE, 1994; Colby, 1991; CORE, 1994; Fraser, 1996). 



Both the Commission on Resources and the Environment (CORE, 1994) and 

the Forest Prartifes Code (FPC, 1994) were part of the most recent evolution of 

regional level planning in British Columbia, and both involved considerable multi- 

stakeholder involvement at different levels. In terms of CORE, the state d e ,  as 

owner of large yet indivisible naturai resources, seemed to shift fiom decision 

maker to a skilled facilitator model, addressing broad policy issues as opposed to 

isolationist pmject criteria and emphasizing early stage planning as opposed to 

later stage mitigation (Fraser, 1996). In tems of the FPC, the encryption of 

numerous non-timber rights into legally enfoiceable and locally applicabie foms 

demonstrated how legislation adapts to a changing social conscience (by 

extending de jure recognition of 'local practices' into formal and legally binding 

guidelines). Examples, such as CORE and the FPC both demonstrate different 

ways that the state may change fiom independently deciding the outcome to 

facilitating stakeholder involvement in resource-based decision-making through 

smcturing an interactive process, acting in an advisory capacity and I or 

negotiating flexible solutions (Fraser, 1996). 

The process of evolving rights is typical of any dynamic relationship involviog 

human perceptions of values, benefits and responsibilities. Considering the 

traditional Canadian dichotomy of either simple state or private ownership. 

multiple stakeholder inriovations to the property rights system are interesting to 

watch as the 'owners' of nanual resources (typically the state) try to both 

manage input by local users at the same t h e  as they try to retain full decision- 

making authority. 
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2.5 Summary 

In the complex reality of natual resources management. the categorization of 

property rights by type has shown itseif to be an effective means O i denw the 

range of stakeholders, their values, preferences and rights, as well as the various 

roles that they play in managing and making decisions over a resource. To do 

this, property rights were grouped into the categories of access, withdrawal, 

management, exclusion and dienation. Different groupings, or 'bundles' of these 

rights were then tied to different benefits streams and incentives for management, 

with the note that such categorizations are by necessity flexible - and change is 

inevitable. The basic argument, throughout, is that natural resource decision- 

makùig and management needs to recognize and address the multiple layers of 

users, claimants and proprietary rights holders, above and beyond simple 

ownership, to be effective in managing resources in a changing world. Here in 

Canada, we appear to be adapting to a changing balance of multi-stakeholder 

perspectives in natural resources management 



Chapter Three - Methods 

This research used a cross-section of data collection and analysis methods 

ranging fiom an iterative use of semi-structured interviews, ongoing fiterature 

review, multiple site visits, non-parametric data analysis,6 field observations and a 

structured cornmunity swvey. A variety of social science and rapid appraisal 

techniques were used to cross reference and triangulate data (Cemea, 1991; 

Chambers, 199 1; Freudenberger, 1994). 

3.1 Chronology of Research 

Ple-Field Activifies 

Following a review of background fiteranire, photographs and maps, an initial 

proposa1 and outline of natural resource and land-use issues was compiled and 

preliminary research methods were developed. These included a review and 

discussion of rapid appraisal techniques, the development and use of survey's 

and intewiew techniques and the role of qualitative vs. quantitative data 

collection in the research process. Much of dus information evolved into Figure 

5: Relative Intensity of Land-Use (Chapter Four). This figure is designed to 

Msually represent relative relationships between resource uses in the region, and 

its fornation aliowed some of the foliowing types of questions to be asked: how 

stable has forestry consumption been over the; when did agriculturai activities 

peak; and was there a relationship between transportation and local tourism at 

the hotsprings, over t h e ?  

%PDA or Non-paramettic data soaiysis is a cenn rcfcmng to a variety of non-statistical techniques for 
Iooking at non-parametric data (Le. data for which the analysis of parameters such as the mean or the 
standard deviation would prove meaningless). Examples used in various stages of this research will be 
describai Iatcr but include the use of Historical Maaixts, Rcsource Use Calendars, Consultant Sorting and 
Priorization Exercises, Decision Grids and Pattern Analysis. 



A preliminary site visit allowed familiarization with the research location and 

provided an introduction to local land-users and stakeholders to be inte~ewed 

during the later field season. During this the ,  local government and resource 

professioaals were approached, introduced to the research and asked to 

participate. These contacts provided considerable expertise, volumes of 

background rnaterials, perceptive insights into land-use practices and numerous 

consultant leads. Following this introductory visit, available background data 

were further reviewed, research questions were rehed (see Appendix A) and the 

land-use o v e ~ e w  was updated into usable form (see Table 2 in Chapter Four). 

Field Season 

The primary fieldwork took place during the summer months of July and early 

August of 1995. The fvst week of this period was used to establisb a 'home 

base' at a local hotel, re-afFm initial contacts made earlier and to start the 

research process. This time was also used to collect a broad cross-section of 

reference data for the entire team to access when they arrived a few days later as 

well as to make preliminary arrangements for upcoming interviews. An interview 

style of data collection was used throughout the field season based on previously 

defimed resource-based questions (see Appuidix A). These interviews evolved 

over the field season as the tesearchers grew more experienced and the 

information gaps were targeted. Handhtten field notes were kept which were 

later transcribed into an interactive text-based cornputer search engine to 

facilitate M e r  analysis. Data collection ranged f3om qualitative perceptions of 

key consultants, descriptions of general patterns and relationships between 

resources and stakeholders, physical review and retention of any descriptive 

studies related to the research topics, collection of maps and references and the 

compilation of an interview schedule. 



During the second week, ali five members of the research team were present 

on the site. Interviews with key resource users and management professionals 

were arranged and conducted as a group and extensive site familiarization trips 

were undertaken. A region-wide tour provided introduction to the physicai 

landscape, the people living there and the resource related issues important to 

local land-users. A comprehensive Iist of consultants was developed and is 

avaiiable in summarized fonn in the Appendix B. 

The third and fourth week of the field research season were used to conduct 

the bulk of the local in t e~ews ,  to consolidate the various sources of information 

available, to follow up on leads and to assist each other in conducting research. 

Local newspapers were collected and reviewed for resource related content and 

the names of potentid consultants, and al1 sources of secondary data were 

reviewed, copied or returned. Researchers regularly met to discuss methods and 

interview techniques, and to strategize approaches for ongoing data collection. 

Due to the international nature of the team, the oppominity was often taken to 

discuss the research fmm a cross-cultural perspective. 

The final week of the research field season was used to consolidate and 

codiihn fkdings. The historical o v e ~ e w  was refined, final interviews and site 

visits wete conducted, and a bard copy of ai l  available information was retained, 

or copied where possible. During this last week, a community survey was 

developed and distributed. Although this survey did not add significant new 

information to the propaty rights research and is not included here, it did reaffimi 

existing fmdhgs and provided a useful focal point for more in-depth interviews 

with a wider cross section of consultants. Following a l l  interview sessions, 

appreciation in both d t t e n  and verbal form was extended to each consultant for 

participation and assistance in the research endeavors (see Appendix D). 



Post Field Seuson 

Following the research season, data were coasolidated into files, reports were 

reviewed and the Canadian members of the research team reconvened in 

Winnipeg to discuss progress. AU of the teported findings reflect a aiangulation 

between recorded histories, personal interviews, literature teview, govenunent 

reports, statistical summaries and researcher observations. Follow-up research 

and report writing were carried out fiom Winnipeg. The hdings were initially 

developed into a technical report (#9) and presented at the IASCP conference 

(International Association for the Study of Common Properties, 1996) in 

Berkeley, California. That report was then refined and expanded into this 

academic practicum. 

3.2 Research Methods by Objective 

1) Ndural Resourcc Uses in the Anow Lukes Valley 

Multiple types of namal resource data (technical, statistical, obse~ational and 

empirical) were coiiected fkom a number of sources, both primary and secondary. 

Of primary significance to the research was the "West Kootenay-Boundary 

Land-Use Plan," by the Commission on Resources and Environment (CORE, 

1994) that had just been completed and disseminated the previous year. This 

broad-based land-use planning report extensively reviewed land-use profiles, 

multi-stakeholder interestS. ecological and geo-physical landscape characteristics, 

resource management and valuation critena in the West Kootenays region, and 

made numerous policy recommendations. Quite apart fkom the considerable 

management and decision-making information that it suppiied, this report also 

provided a solid background in historical literature, resource histories, population 

dynamics and the multiple layers of land-use confiicts hbedded in the study area. 



Other sources of secondary literature included current community and socio- 

economic profiles completed by the forestry industry in 1994, regional land-use 

plans and community profis completed for the Arrow Lakes in the 1980s, and 

numerous articles. books and jounids discussing regional capability and land-use 

trends following the flooding of the Columbia River system, in the late 1960s. 

Thirdly, land capability and use maps were also collected. Again, because of 

the nature of the CORE planning process, considerable information on specific 

practices and activities was a v a l e  in both elecaonic and digitally mapped form 

through the offices of CORE and the Ministry of Foresüy. The technical content 

of this data was reviewed more intensively by another member of the research 

team, ML Jay Anderson (1996), for his complementary practicum research. 

The local newspapers proved to be an invaluable source of "grassroots" 

natural resource and land-use information. Locally relevant issues were discussed 

on a weekly basis, with various viewpoints invariably noted and follow up 

references almost always provided. This local discussion allowed for a fine- 

tuning of the regional issues as they impacted individuals at a community level. 

The Nth source of resource and land-use information came directiy from 

consultant interviews. Local experts from the various govemment departments 

willingly participated in the surveys, provided both personal and professional 

insights into the land-use debates, supplieci leads to other consultants, experts 

and citizens that they thought might be of use to us, took us on tours of their 

particular land-use openitions, and, quite importantly, provided hard copies of the 

many reports available to them. 

A sixth source of information came h m  field observations. The region was 

toured extensively by car, boat, off road vehicle and hiking expeditions into the 

surroundhg areas. Activities, individuals and landscapes were noted in the field 

notes, with follow up visits and consultant interviews anaaged as necessary. 



2) Identification of S t a k e h o k  

Using the CORE npon as a starting point, initial categories (or strata) of land- 

users were identifieci and targeted for visits early on in the project. A preliminary 

site visit in May allowed for initial contact and consultation with the more 

prominent agencies, individuais and experts who had obvious ties to resource use 

in the area. This, of course, led to an ever expanding circle of leads, contacts and 

potential information sources, followed up on throughout the entire field season. 

The identification of consultants proceeded in three simultaneous directions. 

First, official agencies (e.g. govemmental offices, crown corporations and large 

resource-based industries) were approached severd tirnes to establish initial 

contact and arrange interview dates, to gather available information, and to solicit 

persona1 opinion. Second, resource related contacts and businesses were 

identified through local telephone books, newspaper amcles and references fkom 

other people, and targeted for interviews. Third, random encounters were 

encouraged with local individuals, who were, on the whole, more than willing to 

talk and share their knowledge and insights. 

3) The Distriburion of Decision-Moking Authoriîies 

Semi-stnictured interview techniques were used, based on the swvey 

instrument found in Appendu A. Each conversational interview evolved 

somewhat differently, of course, meaning that this same set of questions was 

refined and massaged, where needed, to fit the specific circumstances. 

Information was noted in the researcher field books and then later transcribed 

into usable text. 

Throughout the research period, several policy papers became available to the 

research team. These were reviewed, sUII1InafiZed and compared to other sources 

(either written or otherwise). Comparative matrices (see Table 2 and Figures 3 



and 4) were used with key consultants to get a ranking of historical events, as 

weil as a view of their understanding of the events around them. These historical 

matrices were used to prompt m e r  discussion. 

4) Patterns of &er@ 

After the field season ended, the researchers remed to their respective 

universities to review, mmmarhe and discuss their findings. At this stage, 

triangulation of data types and sources became very important. Stnictudy, the 

historical land-use matrices provided the base line fîom which to proceed. These 

were then compared with statistically derïved graphs of resource industry trends 

available fiom Statistics Canada data over the last fi@ years (see Figure 6). fiwn 

this cornparison, a generd pattern of land-use started to emerge. Each written 

and verbal source was then exarnined by its relation to these base patterns. 

Discrepancies were identified and reporteci wherever appropriate. Ail of the 

materials were then iteratively assessed for coherence and fit throughout the 

writing process. 

To aid in clarity and to ensure accountability, initial summaries and write-ups 

were submitted, on an ongoing basis, to the project team responsible for 

supervishg this research. Fidings were presented and discussed rnonthly and 

then M e t  revised as required. A technical report of findings was produced in 

May and presented to various audiences. Copies of this technical report were 

also sent to key consultants at the research location, with a request for feedback. 

5) Recommendorions 

The ongoing discussions and presentations of this research allowed for a 

refining and simplification of the recommendations to their current suite. 



Chapter Four - Description of Research h a  

This chapter includes geo-physical and socio-economic information on the 

study area Pattems of resource use and land-use trends are also discussed. 

4.1 Generai Introduction 
The study area is centemd on the watersheds of Kuskanax and Wenseley 

Creeks and the Village of Nakusp, in the Upper Arrow Lakes Area of the Central 

Kootenay area of Interior British Columbia Figure 2 is a map showing the 

relationship of the site to the surrounding region. The Arrow Lakes region lies 

between the Selkirk Moutain Range to the east and the Monashee Mountain 

Range to the West and is a subset of the Columbia River watershed, an area of 

ongoing histoncal, economic and hydrological importance presently being used 

as a primary upriver reservoir for U.S. flood control and hydro electnc benefits. 

The Columbia River Reservoir is the central axis of the Anow Lakes Valley which 

extends some 230 km. fiorxi Castlegar in the south, and about 100 km. to 

Revelstoke in the noah. The resew0i.r ranges from one to two km. in width in 

most reaches- 

Geography. 

The area is a typical mouitain environment characterized by vertical zonation 

of ecotogical and vegetative types. The vegetation changes fnnn lush cedar 

forest to alpine tundra as the elevation increases. The topography varies h m  

low lying, rolling hills of reasonably fertiie mils near the valley bottom, to upper 

areas with high energy streams flowing through the heavily forested coniferous 

slopes of the neighbo~g mountains. The valley bottom elevation at Nakusp is 



Figure 2: Map of Research Area 

Source: Anderson, Jay. (1 996) 
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about 440m. with the immediate vailey side rising another 1500+ to peak 

elevations of -2200m. At the research location on the east side of the valiey, near 

Nakusp, the valley slopes are relatively mon gentle, well foresteci and a h w  good 

comection to smounding valleys. The higher Rocky Mountain Range further 

to the east supports small to medium sized glacier systems which act as important 

water sources for the Columbia River and its tributaries. As a bydro-electric 

reservoir, the water levels of the river system undergo a conmUed fluctuation of 

68 feet (-20 a) per year (Wheeler, 1905; WiIson, 1973; CORE, 1994; MoF, 

1994; KNtilla, 1967). 

CZimate 

The climate of the area is characterized by a cool, snowy winter and a 

relatively warm sumrner. Valley level cloud cover is quite extensive throughout 

the winter months. The mountain topography results in considerable local and 

sub-regional micr0lcIimatic variations over short distances (e-g. r d  in town can 

quickly tum into several feet of snow a few miles down a side road). Mean 

annual temperature at Nakusp is approximatdy 7.3OC, with a mean maximum of 

12.3"C and a mean minimum of 23OC. Mean annual precipitation is 601 mn 

The distribution of precipitation is fairly constant year round, with a notable 

increase in precipitation &ys per month during the winter. Snowfdl in the valley 

bottom at Nakusp is cornmon from late November to d y  March, whereas rainfall 

is possible throughout the year. There is enough snowf '  on the surrounding 

mountain tops to support a viable helisküng operation daily, h m  DeCernber 

through to March. Vegetative growth is lush, pmviding the area with thick forest 

and extensive wildlife habitat (CORE, 1994; MoF, 1994; Wilson, 1973). 



Population 

The V i e  of Nakusp itseif (pop. 1374) is located in the Regional District of 

Central Kootenay (RDCK: pop. 51073). The nual areas being studied roughly 

overlap RDCK. Subdivision A @op.' 7164), so Census Canada statistical 

information for these areas was ~easonably combinecl with histoncal literature and 

historical in te~ews  to identify population change information over tirne. These 

trends can be seen in Fgure 3 and 4. Several things to note are the volatility of 

the local population vs. regional and provincial trends. This is accounted for by 

sporadic influxes of labour for short-tenn hydro-electric dam construction jobs in 

the late 1960s. high immigration during the gewrally prosperous 1970s, a gradua1 

decline in residential populations in the 1980s. followed by a short growth spurt 

during the early 1990s rnini-forestry boom (this latest growth is more regional 

than local). 

The present population density of the immediate area of 1.1 person / km2 is 

significantly lower than the BC. average of 3.7 persons I km2. Overall, the 

population of the area has net increased very quickly and the population growth 

rate has been consistently lower than the growth for the province as a whole 

(Statistics Canada, 1961 - 1991; CORE, 1994; MoF, 1994; RDCK, 1980). No 

regional census data are available before the 1950s, but h m  qualitative sources it 

is known that the village started with the 1890s rnining boom, grew quickly to 

around 1500 - 2000 people, stabilized and then graduaIly dropped to below 1000 

people by the mid 1900s. Following a construction related growth spurt in the 

late 1960s. population change has been sporadic and is only recently starting to 

rise. 

As noted earlier, the local population trends are very dependent on cyclical 

industrial growth. Figure 4 demonstrates quite clearly the volatiüty of the area 

population as people moved in and out of the region lwking for work over the 



Figwe 3: Graph of Population Change 

Figure 4: DetaiIed Graph of Population Change 
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1st  nfteen years. Net migration, for example, was high around 1980, probably 

related to a forestry boom. Furthemore, the mid 1980s saw out-migration of 

short-tenn resource workers as they foilowed jobs elsewhere, probably reflecting 

the bankruptcy of the local lumber miIl. Another increase in migrant populations 

is apparent during the regional forestry surge of the early lm, and the local 

establishment of Pope and Talbot, the primary lumba min for the neighboring 

Tree Fami License area. Naturai population Uicreases (relating the nmber of 

births to the number of deaths) during the same pend however, were in decline. 

This probably indicates that the migrant resource-based workers were not staying 

long enough to settle and raise f d e s ,  whereas existing residentiai populations 

are getting older and not having as many children. Curzently, influxes of retirees 

and urban refugees hast, but do not quite, balance the out-migration of 

younger people and traditional resouce-based jobs in the area (MoF, 1994). 

Economy 

The Nakusp area of the Central Kootenays is a resource rich landscape with a 

wide range of resource users, varid land-uses and overlapping land-use 

jwisdictions. Historically, the local economy has been based on episodic 

extraction of abundant naturai resources (CO& 1994; MoF, 1994; RDCK. 

1980), private land-use activities and mail sealements. As an o v e ~ e w ,  Table 2 

identifîes major episodes of historic development, major events and / or significant 

factors that affecteci local land-use pattern. Figure 5 M e r  demonstrates these 

trends in a more graphic way, showing the relative intensity of different land-uses, 

as they have changed over the .  Both are based on a combination of personal 

interviews, historical trend charts and historical literature review and present 

qualitative land-use change information. 
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Table 2: Land-Use Overview 

K~and-lJsr i g n if i t an t i Major Event or Factor Influencing Land-Use 
Category Fime Period! 

b Traditional Prt-colonial f Tempocary usage for hunting, gaiùering, fisûing 
w u .  B "NQ~U'P"" r FWT- 

@ pre-1850s 5 ~iaguc decimates popalation 
; Mining 5 1860s - 1930~ f "Bmni Tom"  "Fhb'er' MeDtali~ 

g Non-cecornition of exkthg or past pmpcny rights 
r 1920 i indusay collapses with chop in world and inatasiag campetition 

198ûs - 1990s b A few l o a l  plwcr ciaimi stül being mdc (aibsurfbcc rights) 

1964 + 
1970s Squatters move in 
Now 

h d  c1-g In  orchaidial a d  finiip 
Industry collapses witb decliniag market access and seasonal Iattaess 
Subsistence economies 
Farming and market gardcns 

-& 1860s 9 Exploration Route 
1890s - 1920s Tfac~sportation Corridor (access by rail & boat) 

? 1930s - 1950s ? Access by grave1 ma& and Steamboats, primarily 
1967+ Land appropriation. flooding and the building of new mads 

Periodic Flooding 
i Negodation of intanaiional flood control agreement b 1960s 5 Anow Lake Resetvou & and txisting populations displactd & 
i tesettled (Conuoversiai public consuItation & compensation) 

190s - 1940s Losol use for bcariiig. b m  
I Some hdustry use (Poles, Matches, SbingIes) 

f = Vast amaun~of clcaring and burning - 

1960s+ ïimber and pulp mills stan and bring witù them cluv cuts & NSR lands 
@ Changing Technology and Harvesting Tecbniqucs 

@ Eady 1990s f Evolving State Rcguiation & Management (Evolving Standards, 
i practiccs and enfarcemeat?) 

Now Serious t i m k  supply problems 

R d o n  Mid 1900s-80s Problems witb isolation aad poor ~ c e s s  
$ Now i Now catching ovcrflow towism (=y local), attracted by high scenic 

f bcauty and pea#ful aunospbete, dnven by private invcstments 

& 
multipk use. 
Inausing recognition of non-«insumpüve land-use vaiua and  
overlapping property tights. 
Public Participation i ~ a e ~ a s  thmigh regional consultation and 

f consensus dnvm planning processes (CORE) 

Rtsent i Ongoing conflicts between individual. industriai and govcrnmcnt values. 
i Issues of overlapping jurisdiction and multiple use 
f Evolving industn'al base - fomt consumption vs. protection vs. value 
i added pmdces. Short-tcrm vs. long-tcrm values vs. jobs. 
b lnntaKd Pubtic Participation and w of inttfactivt Consultation pro ces^ 

Il L (eg- Cornmuni& ~ r o u r k  Round Tables, Multi-Stakeholdcr Workshops) 



The original economic boom starred with siiver mining in the 1890s and lasted 

tmtii the early 1920s. With the eariy mining and transportation fiontier of the 

1900s came a boat and bridge bnilding industry, transponation infrastructure, 

some hotel and recreationd activities and considerable populations of labourers, 

service providers and agridtural sealers. Nakusp semeci as a convenient 

transportation node for tmsferring ores fiom neighboring deposits fiom 

horseback to ship and / or rail-lines and boomed dong with the mines <Barlee, 

1973; CORE, 1994; Gardner, 1986). The local transportation, hospitality, and 

ship building industries thrived h m  the 1890s to the 1920s and a fledgling 

orchard and agricultural industry deveioped dong the valley's fertile flood plains. 

Early industries were episodic, however, and by the mid 1900s a regional 

depression brought the area to an economic standstiIl. Settlement and 

transportation still brought tourists, but the industrial base continued to erode. 

Over time, and paaicularly following the Fmt World Wa, the local rail h e s  

became redundant to neighboring areas, siiver prices collapsed and the 

development of more efficient orchards and transportation routes elsewhere 

contributed to the area's depression (1930s to 1950s). Only local use forestry, 

subsistence agriculture, minor timber exports and wide-scale hunting of wildlife 

kept the area ecanomy viable. Forestry use (exporting smail arnounts of lumber, 

shakes and poles) never really stopped during this penod but did not boom again 

until the establishment of large commercial forestry facilities in the lare 1960s. 

During the late 1960s, the Province and BC Power Authority created the 

Keenleyside Dam to provide downstream hydro-electric power generation and 

flood control. Local area tesidents were resettled, new ttansportation 

infrastructure built, and the region was expected to develop. This didn' t happen 

to the extent expected (CBT, 1995; RDCK, 1980; BC Hydro, 1995), and the 
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Figure 5: Relative Intensity of Land-Use 
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subsequent conversion of the valiey h m  a natural river system into a storage 

reservoir led to considerable controversy and ongoing land-use conflicts that 

continue to be debated today (BC Hydro, 1995; CORE, 1994; CBT, 1995; 

Wilson, 1973; Waterfield, 1973). 

Post 1960s saw the estabIishment of the ongoing commercial forestry 

industry. Current resource-based industries are heavily dependent on timber 

extraction, with ody minor reüance on recreation and toiirism, d - s d e  

services, silviculture, wild mushtooms and m e  construction related activities 

(MoF, 1994; CORE, 1994). Even now, however, the forest industry itself is 

facing potential depression, as the timber base is king consumed more quickly 

than it is being regenerated (MoF, 94; TSA Review, 1994; CORE, 1994) leaving 

recreation, tourism and value-added forestry as potential growth industries. 

Figure 6 complements these graphical representations by showing statistical 

changes in labour force distribution. Generally, primary industries are regionally 

stable but locally volatile. Whereas forestry jobs are increasing regionally, they 

are decreasing IocaUy, reffecting the transience of the industry. No other primary 

industries are based in Nakusp. Local increases in construction and trade likely 

reflect an Mux of retirees and settlers firom other areas. The service and fmaace 

industries have not increased as signincantly in Nakusp as they have on a 

regional or provincial basis, where they seem to concentrate in larger centres, and 

while government seMces have increased elsewhere, they too have been in 

decline in Nakusp. 
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Figure 6: Graph of Labour Force Distribution 
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4.2 Land-Use Overview 

This section provides a more detailed look at mjor episoâes of land and 

resource use- 

Fkst Nations (Re I890) 

Rior to colonization in the 1800s. the area was used as a north-south 

transportation corridor for migrant aboriginal hunting and fishing groups. 

Apparently Nequ'sp was the name given to a large landing site at the mouth of 

what is now called Kuskanax Creek, where minor amounts of huntiag, trapping 

and fishing activities took place (Bouchard, 1985). The area was comected b y 

land to Kootenay Lakes to the east and by water to neighboring valieys to the 

south and no&. %y the mid 1800s these migrant populations were severely 

reduced by epidemics irnported h m  the south (Wheeler, 1905; Bouchard, 1985). 

By the late 1800s, when the local gold and silver rushes startecl, there was 

apparentiy no noticeable aboriginal presence in the area (CORE, 1994; 

Bouchard, 1985; MoF, 1994; Wheeler, 1905). There are no Fit Nations reserves 

in this area nor has there been strong indication of traditional settlements since 

well before colonial times. There are presentiy three overlapping land claims on 

the generai study area by different F ' t  Nations groups (Kninaxa / Kinbasket, 

Shuswap & Okanagan) (CORE, 1994). The potential impact of these land clauns 

is not part of tbis research. 

Colonizoiion And Mining (1890 - 1920) 

When first Nakusp was settIed by colonialists (1890s). the forest lands around 

it were considered vast and indestructible and provideci ample supplies of tirnber 

for railways, construction, heating and fuelwoad, not to mention the boat 



building trade (Barlee, 1973; Mahood, 1990). As a centre for transportation and 

trade, ores fmm the sunounduig dver mines were hauied overland to Nakusp, 

k t  by pack mtde and then by rail (Barlee, 1973). Frwi the- they were 

transferred via river bats  to the pzocessing miU in T d  BC, to the south. At this 

tirne, Nakusp was a tbnving town of about 2000 peopie with good north - south 
access, inter-regional nade, an emergïng agricuiture industry and tornism (CORE, 

1994; RDCK, 1980; MoF, 1994). The miliing industry boorned, and the area 

settled quickly. In tgms of forestry, timber harvest was inevitably close to some 

means of water or rail transportation and l or the forests were simply bumed to 

the ground to ease prospector speculation (MoF, 1994; CORE, 1995; Batlee, 

1973). This bas preseat day consequences in terms of forest regrowth (MoF, 

1994). Until the mid 1 9 0 0 ~ ~  fosestry was of only mhor importance to the area as a 

secondary industry. A considerable quantity of telephone-poles and cedar 

shakes and shingles were exported, but the primary forest harvest went to 

supplying materials for the l d  minllig and construction industry and heat for 

personal need. 

Orchurds (1900 - MùI I900s) 

For a short time, Nakusp and the A w w  Lakes were weil known for their 

orchards (CORE, 1994; Wilson, 1973; MoF, 1994). Many of the original settiers 

came to the area to set up famis. When they got there, they found fertiIe soils 

beneath the heavy forests. Following considerable clearing of valley bottom 

lands, a reasonable orchard industry developed by the early to mid 1900s. At one 

tirne, the nuit industry in the area was considered cornpetitive with, if not 

preferable to, anywhere in BC (CORE 1994; MoF, 1994; Wilson, 1973). The 

clhate was coder, and the product ripened a linle later than in the Okanagan to 

the W e s t  but apparently the quality was very good. With the advent of the east - 
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West railway systems k m  the Okanagan through the Roger's Pass to the north 

and the Crow's Nest Pass to the south, the industry d e m i  greatly. A coder, 

dampet climaie, transportation difTicUIties, high costs and limited capacity to 

expand prevented the industry h m  capturing larger outside markets. Eventually 

the industry became viable only on a local-de. After the low-lying orchards 

were flooded by the creation of Arrow Lakes Resemoir in the 1960s even this 

local industry collapsed. Today, only one or two local faans still operate 

Subsistence Economics (MU 1900s) 

After World War One and the colhpse of the silver indusüy economic 

prosperity and populations dropped in Nalrusp, quickly at nrst but then steadily 

to a low of 992 in 1961 (CORE, 1994; RDCK, 1980; MoF, 1994). For a while, 

during W.W.II, the lakes were still used to transport troops fkom one area of BC to 

another, but by the late 1940s times were m g  for the area. Ore prices were low, 

large-scaie industry was essentidy non-existent, agriculture was not thriving, less 

expensive transportation routes became available elsewhere and settlers (the ones 

who did not leave) shifted to man of a subsistence existence. To outsiders, the 

region was seen as being under popdated and stagnant (WiiIson, 1993), but to 

the local peoples it provided theit chosen way of Me. The valley offered them 

resources. livelihoods, natural beauty and independence, and beneath the 

apparent neglect of the landscape was a healthy and interactive subsistence 

economy that aliowed diversity to prosper and thnve within private dreams. 

Most of a ,  it was a region which was permeated by social ways and standards 

which were not those of the urban rnajority of Vancouver or Victoria where 

decisions were made (Wilson, 1973). 



The Pro-Flood Blues (1950 - 1964) 

Along with the independence of the people was a minimum of formai 

organization. When BC Power Authonty proposed the building of the Anow 

(now Keenleyside) Dam and its related Arrow Lakes Resemoir, it had difEculty 

coming to terms with the local Mestyle. The developas strongiy believed that the 

existing population was in the way, and shoukl smiply be relocated (Wiin ,  

1973; Waterfïelci, 1973). Since the area was cleariy ''ucultivated, unkempt and 

dotted with weathered houses of yesterday" (WiiIson, 1973), there were few 

concerns, as the benefits of taming the Columbia River were seen to outweigh the 

costs. Furthemore, in a h a 1  catch-22, the perceived niral stagnation of the 

1950s was accentuated by an artifïcially enhanced economic depression during 
J 

l the 1960s. With the newly introduced hydro-eleceic proposais threatening to 
i 
i evacuate and flood the whole region for downstream power production and 
I L flood control, no new money flowed into the vdey  and the economy sank even 

1 deeper (RDCK, 1980; Wilson, 1973). 

Flooding of me Columbia River (I964-f 971) 

With no significant resource extraction opportunities, relatively poor road and 

rail access and no economic development activity, regional growth ground to a 

1 halt (Wilson, 1973). The buniing of the last great river boat (The MINTO) in 

1 1955, combined with the threat of converthg the lake into a hydro electric 
! 

1 storage basïu, burdened the area with ecoaomic stagnation. Iri 1964, the 
* 

Columbia River Treaty (CRT) was fhally negotiated and despite considerable but 
1 

ineffective local protests (Wïrlson, 1973; Waterfield, 1973), the Arrow Lakes 

section of the Columbia River System was dammed in 1%9 and huned into the 

Upper Arrow Lakes Reservoir. What this meant, for many of the local population, 

was a forced uprooting and a complete re-establishment of their way of Life 



(CORE, 1994; CBT, 1995; Wilson, 1973). Most of the settled land was 

purchased or expropriateci, local settlements were moved and new sealements, 

houses and roads had to be buiit. Fmm a regional development perspective, the 

area did benefit fian short-term 'immigration of hydro workers and construction 

jobs. Some of these people stayed, of course, but most left once the project was 

over. By the 1970s this local boom, tm, had passed. Even today, thirty years 

later, there is ongoing debate over the vaiues of creating this reservoir and many 

people inte~ewed still discuss whether it was worth the costs (CBT, 1995; BC 

Hydro, 1995; CORE, 1994). 

Forestry (1960 - h s e n t )  

By the mid-to-late 1960s, full-scale forestry was stamng in the area The 

Celgar lumber d was operating out of Castlegar, and a new era of commercial 

forestry had started. By the late 1960s, the forest industry had grown h m  the 

small-scale selective and railway- styles of logging of the early-to-mid 1900s 

(Mahood, 1990), to the large-sale capital intensive and high production 

operations that are most common today. A new economic boom had started, 

salaries kcreaseù, access improved and people moved in and started to stay 

(MoF, 1994; CORE, 1994). For a short while, the ami prospered as commercial 

hawesting practices were innovated, and profits soared. It was at this time that 

the large timber licemes (Le. TFL's & FL's, etc.) were created to provide security 

of timber access to the large corporations operating lumber and pulp production 

f d t i e s  (MoF, 1994; Pearse, 1976; Mahood, 1990). The forest resources were 

still considered inexhaustible and extraction standards were lax (MoF, 1994; 

Mahood, 1990; CORE, 1994). Nonetheless, there was already some debate over 

the method, practice and management of forest resources (Valley Resource 

Society, 1970s). In tems of our specific study area, most of the old growth wood 
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in the Kuskanax watershed had already k e n  logged or burnt by this the 

because of its proximity and convenience to town, but the industry h p l y  

expanded elsewhere. 

For a varïety of reasons, including economic pressures, changing regdations 

and standards and some intemal inaexibility, ahost all local forestry operations 

have recentfy been forced to change how they operate ('OF, 1994; Forest 

Renewai, 1995; CORE, 1994). Westar, for example, at one tirne the largest 

operator in BC, went bankmpt in the late 1980s and was sold to the present 

operator, Pope and Talbot. Today's contractors, instead of king independent, 

tend to be tied directly to large mills with little or no cornpetition in price available 

to them. With the butden of constantly changing demands for different and 

expensive machinery king shifted increasingly onto them, several consultants 

confided tbat there seems to be no way to get out of debt to either the larger 

companies or the banks. Conside~g the decreasing age structure of the fores&, 

changing environmental and social land-use requirements, harvesting difficulties 

and increasing concem for non-consumptive forestry and livelihood values (MoF, 

1994 CORE, 1994; ARA, 1994). it appears that the forestry boom too, is starhg 

to bust. Leaving considerable resource management and policy consequences in 

its wake. 

Newcmers (1970s) 

In the mi& of the forestry boom was the local "hippie era" of the early 

1970s. Large numbers of dtaft dodgers and other social refugees moved in and 

iived, or squatted, in the region. For a short while, the different cultures and 

economies CO-existed. Traditional resowce extraction industries on the one side, 

long established residents on another and the new "hippie culture" on the third. 

By the mid to late 1980s, the majority of the squatters had either moved onT or 



become part of the commW1ity. The area still retains a reIaxed fne spiriteci charm, 

and increasingly, the economy has diversifid with new populations of wealthy 

and i or retiring urbm refbgees moving in fbm the Okanagan and Calgary. Most 

recently (1990s) a significant number of German nationals started buying up river 

fiont property. If one thing can be said about this area, it is no stranger to 

change. 

4.3 snmmary 

This chapter reviewed the bio-physical, economic and resource use changes 

that have taken place in the Upper Arrow Lakes Region of the West Kootenays, 

British Columbia. By comparing regionai histories with personal interviews, 

M e r  corroborated with secondary Statistics Canada information, a baianced 

and triangulated view of land-use patterns in the study area was developed. 

Significant periods of resource uses were discussed. The most obvious pattems 

show a strong history of episodic, or "frontier styleT' resource exploitation. As 

s h d  be seen in the next section. the physical diance on natutal resources 

remains, but the patterns and processes of decision-making related to them are 

changing. 
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Chapter Five - Property Rights Details 

As the theory establishes, property nghts reseamh is based on the distribution 

.of rïghts and responsibilities that a stakehol&r7 or collection of stakeholders, 

exhibit over a resource @romley, 1992; Schlager and Osirom, 1993). Simply 

knowing the o v e d  nature of a property rights regime (e.g. private property, state 

property, common property or non property), however, does not necessarily 

indicate how well, or poorly, a resource is acmally managed. It is the recognition 

that different property rights holdem (be they authorized users, claimants, 

proprietors or owners) value different and often opposing aspects of a resource 

(depending on tbeir own combination of social, economic, or environmental 

preferences) that is important. Rights-based management, therefore, becomes as 

much about the distribution of decision-makers as about the decisions they each 

rnake. A detailed analysis of the distribution of individual property rights 

characteristics guides decision-making by identifying the benefit streams that 

each stakeholder taps inta (Le. are their values derived fbm economics, ethics or 

the environment). In British Columbia today, increasing articulation of multiple 

and overlapping land-use values is polarinng stakeholders, burdening users with 

conflict and changing the distribution of decision-making over naniral resources 

in the province (CORE, 1994; CBT, 1995; MoF, 1994; Forest Renewal, 1995). 

The following section presents the general types of land and natural resource 

uses located in the study are& and articulates the distribution of detailed property 

rights characteristics for each. Table 3 highlights details of forest resources and 

forestry-based decision-making processes (i.e. Forest Licenses, Tree F m  

Licenses, Woodlot Licenses, the Small Business Forest Enterprise Program plus 

pennits for local level activities such as firewood collection, Christmas tree cutting 

as well as minor roadside recreation areas). Table 4 covers regionai-scale land- 
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uses and decision-making processes such as land-use planning, mioing, wildLife 

management, agriculturai lands, some economic development initiatives and the 

hydro-eIectric reservoir- Table 5 concentrates on more lacal level uses such as 

local hotsprings, sealement considerations, the local wild mushroom harvest and a 

local heliskiing operation- The natural resource management implications h m  

this property nghts and land-use information are also discussed. 

5.1 (a) Crown Forests: Stakeholders 

Forestry practices are the single largest concem for the local landusers in the 

Arrow Lakes Region (MoF, 1994; CORE, 1994; Arrow Lakes News, 1995 - 1996; 

Personal Obse~ation). Forest practices are supervisecl by the Ministry of Forests 

(MoF) who administer the state legislation and are ultimately responsible for the 

management and alienation of aU crown owned forest lands. These lands are 

managed under area-bas& Timber Supply Areas ('ïSA7s), Company run Tree Faxm 

Licenses (TFL's), volume-based Forest Licenses (FL), privatdy owned Woodlots 

(WL), Smail Business Forest Enterprise mpIoyment Training] Program (SBFEP) 

and general use permits (see Figure 7 for a more detailed map of area-based 

tenures in the study ma). Smalier scale fonstry on private lands is not regulated. 

Generally speaking, there are two major groups of timber-based forest users: large 

forest cornpanies that wuire high volumes of forest products for the operation of 

their milis and processing facilities (FI, & TFL), and smaller, local level forest users 

and companies (SBFEP, WL) that operate small operations or contract out to 

larger companies. Individual uses of the forest praducts are limited to minor 

cutting rights for Eitewood, Christmas trees, etc., through the granting of 

temporary permits. 

t Ropeny Riphts ~etailsl 



Table 3: Forestry Roperty Rights 

Rcsource Type Stalrebolder Gmup 

Forest License 
MOF* 
Forest Company 
Contractors 
Employœs 
Community Grwps 
Locll Users 

Tree Facm Li- c 
Mo# 
Forest Company 
Convactors 
Empioyees 
CammwUty Gmups 
L a d  Uscrs 

Small Basiness Forest Entetori 
MOP 
Local Users 

Woodlot License 
Private b u  
MOP 

Permits: Catting, Firewood. C 
MOF* 
Local users 

ûrazing and Bay Permits 
 MO^ 
Local Usas 

Recreation 
MOP 
Local Usas 
Conununity Gmups 

ACCCJS Use & Management l Exclusion Aiienation 
WithdrawaI Rule Making 

Property Rigbt CbacacterCstics 
Access Tbe nglits to enter a defincd physkai propcrty. 
Witbdrawal nie right to obtain the 'products' of a resource. 
Management nie nght to rcgulatc use pattnns and transfocm the rrsourçe by making improvements. 
Excl usioa The nght to determine who will bave access rights, and how that rigbt may be used 
Aliena tion The nght m sel1 or lease otbcr n&ts Cï'sferabiiity). 

'NB: Many rrsearchers would not consider a govcmment agency as a stakeholder group. Plcase refer to the 
discussion in Section 1.3: Terminology, in Chapter One. 
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Forest License (FL) 

A Forest License (Ft) is a long-term v o l u m e - b d  tenwe giving a specinc 

company access and use of crown forested lands within a regional T i  Supply 

Area (TSA). The Kuskanax Creek study area lies in the A m w  TSA #3, which is 

managed by the MoF out of Casuegar, Nelson and a division office in Nakusp. 

The stakeholders in the FL areas include the MoF, the forest company (in this 

case, Siocan Forest Products), contractors and employees, environmental lobby 

groups and local land-users and area residents. Generally, the 'public' has an 

individual nght to access crown land but they simply cm not take anything out 

of it (no rïghts of withdrawd). Provincial Iegislation requires corne degree of 

public participation in most forest management decisions but seems to classe 

rnost non-commercial or non-government involvement indiscriminateIy as the 

same 'public,' resulting in complex academic debates between special interest 

groups vs. 'legitimate' stakeholder recognition and involvement. This practicum 

groups classes of stakeholders by the type and the scaie of their actual 

participation, either legalistically (de jure) or through practice (de facto). 

In a Forest License, the forest company (Slwan Forest Products) negotiates 

use and withdtawal rights fiom the government to a specified volume of a certain 

hee species, over a limited pend of time and location. Areas SLlS, SL16, SL17, 

SL21 on Figure 7 are all licensed to Slocan Forest Pmducts, located 50 km. to the 

South East, for supplying raw timber for production of soft wood dimensional 

lumber. This type of license is for a maximum of 20 years and defines the volume, 

type and methods of timber operation required. Since a FL is inevitably 

associated with a processing faciliity, it dso tends to be large in extent. In the 

study area over 85% of the land base f a  under this fom of tenure. AU other 

consumptive uses of trees are excluded by the crown (exclusion and alienation). 



Figure 7: Detailed Map of Area-Based Tenures 

Private Roperty 
S haded (Including Municipality) 

Forested Lands 
Tree Fami Licenses 23) 
Forest Licenses (SL 15,16,17,21) 
Woodlot Licenses (WL) 
S d  Business Forest Enterprise Program (SBFEP) 
Parks (P) 

Regional District of Centrai Kootenay (RDCK) 
Columbia River 



In terms of management, the licensee must foliow detailed use d e s  established 

dy the crown (usually determineci with input from other stakeholders at a regional 

level) with some input by the Company (operationaï and management plans). 

These d e s  are legally binding and are intendeci to aUow cornmercial harvesting 

to take place with Iimited environmental impacts for the duration of the iicense. 

Local community groups have been quite vocal in their objections to historic 

forest practices and lobby the governent extensively to apply and monitor a 

higher standard of commercial forest practice. The temi 'lobby' is used as these 

gmups do not consume resources (withdrawal) and ultimkely have no direct say 

in the creation and application of management d e s  (management). They do, 

however, have potentiai clout in monitoring the application of these d e s  and 

acquiruig rights to exclude certain areas fiom logging (exclusion and de facto 

management). These groups have ken instrumental, for example, in creating the 

political ciimate for the establishment of the nearby Valballa Rovincial Park and 

the recently proposed Goat Range (White Grizzly) Rotected Area located dong 

the east boundary of the study area. 

Employees and contractors are strictly users of the land in that they have no 

rights to make decisions over management, exclusion or alienation other than that 

dictated by the govenment or the company. Local users and municipalities do 

have local interests in these forests for d - d e  consumptive and non- 

consumptive uses such as firewood, wildlife, and scenery values, as weli as 

economic stability (jobs); but again, (hey are simply lobbyists with no identifiable 

rights of withdrawal and have no decision authority over management, exclusion 

or alienation unless they are directly aBected by forest use decisions. 

The goveniment's rde in ai i  of this is to administer provincial forestry 

legislation. Many of the above mentioned rights are articulated in the recently 

enacted British Columbia Forest Practices Code 0, a Provincial Act that 



recognizes some non-consumptive forest values such as recreation, visual 

qualities, cultural heritage and forest health @TC, 1994) when making forest 

management decisians. These are each expIicitly detailed in the regdations and 

guidelines and are reviewed by the companies, the MoF, and other stakebolders 

through open houses. If, through these reviews, concerns are brought up in 

writing, then the proponents must aédress them in some way and thus they may 

impact forest practices by reqniring the proponent to alter which management 

requirements that it applies. Dwing the late winter months, the local newspapers 

contain numerous announcements for public viewing of proposed forest 

development plans, silviculture prescriptions and Merent forms of management 

and operational plans throughout the area At this stage, public viewing is for 

cornpliance, information dissemination and conflict avoidance and not nile- 

making or enforcement Public participants only have actuai rights for input into 

use (or disuse) of certain standards of practices - if they are directly impacted by a 

harvesting proposai or are explicitly recogaized within the legislation. Ultimately, 

the responsibility over decision-mahg is still held by the MoF and is articulated 

through the contracts negotiated with each Company. 

Tree Fam Liccnse (Tm) 

Tree Fami Licenses m) are slightly dinerent h m  Forest Licenses as the 

company (in this case Pope and Talbot) has a more peneral authoritv over the 

land itself. A Tree Farm ticense is a long-term (25 year) area-based tenure for the 

management and utilization of crown timber outside of a TSA and cm contain 

pnvately owned lands. Like a forest license, a TFL is designed for larger 

companies with processing f d t i e s  which must foliow the same management 

rules as other forest users (dwcted by the FPC). In this case, however, they do 

have increased nghts to exclude others from using the lands under their license, 

have more flexibility in operational area and, being area-based, retain more 



s e c e  in land base. A Tn is still state property as the crown retains final 

decision authority over all nghts, and both management and operational plans 

must still be approved through the MoF. The area in question is ssnall in this 

study but is very extensive uiroughout the rest of the Arrow Lakes region. 

Recently, local contractors went on strike against the area-based licensee 

(Pope and Talbot). TheV issue was over how the costs of forest use and 

withdrawai are distributeci, as they were not gettiag enough work to pay for their 

equipment costs. Although they may or may w t  disagree with other 

considerations of the new Forest Ractices Code they took exception to being 

required to carry the burden of the changing infkastructure and equipment costs 

of implementing these new d e s  (Personal Interviews). Since there was little 

work for them during the year of this research (because of a surplus of stock 

importeci that winter h m  Alberta) and there were high costs associated with 

upgrading ecpiprneat to meet rapidly changing forestry standards, the strike 

became an expression of their rÏghts of use (with compensation) and was not 

associated with mie-making or management authority. Community, contractor, ' 

employez and local govemment rïghts are the same as in a Forest License. 

S d  Business Fonst Enfetprise Pn,grmn (SBFEP) 

Other uses of crown forests are at a more local-scale. Through the Small 

Business Forest Enterprise hgram (SBFEP), the crown has established a system 

of supporthg local level use of crown forests. This is an education and 

employment training program negotiated between the state and individual local 

companies to apply various degrees of forest management responsibility in their 

operations. The SBFEP is a short-tem, volume-based license designed to provide 

opportunity for small companies to enter into forestry without the burden of 

long-term planning, reforestation and management requirements. Silviculture and 

management planning are provided by the Ministry of Forests (MoF). So too is 



some degree of job aaining (the province's goal is to manage as much as 12.25% 

of the TSA under this initiative; MoF, 1994). Eadi negotiation is tailored to the 

individual capacity for land-use management exhibited by each Company 

(individualized withdrawal and management). No collective negotiations, 

agreements or shared decision-making institutions were evident, and the MoF 

retains all rights and responsibilities for forest management, exclusion and 

alienation. The government simply distributes the costs and benefits of forest use 

and withdrawal on an individual b i s ,  to individual land-users. AU standards of 

forest use, as laid out by the Forest Practices Code kcluding recognition of non- 

timber values, must be adhered to. 

Woodlot Làcense (WL) 

The structure of the Woodlot License Program is exactly the opposite of the 

SBFEP. Private woodlots are private property that are, genedly, net required to 

comply with state forestry regulations. Being private, individual land-use 

management and practices vary considerably h m  case to case, and since the 

Forest Practices Code does not apply to private lands, other land-users and 

groups have no legal authority over private land-use. In Woodlot Licenses 

therefore, the government gives incentives for the local woodlot owners to apply 

crown management requirements on their private woodlots by making crown 

lands available for private consumption 0 these private woodlot ownen apply 

govenunent standards and d e s  to their own lands. In this way, the state 

increases its management and exclusion authority over private land and the 

private woociiot owners p d t  fnw having more barvestable land available to 

them. Considering economies of scde, many W-scaie operators appeared to 

appreciate having access to more wood in th is  fashion even if it does lirnit their 

individual freedom for rule-making. Opponents to forest logging point out an 



apparent inmase in deforestation on private forested lands over the last ten 

years. No Woodlot Association or other collective management institutions were 

found in the study area. 

Permits, Grm'ng and Recreafion 

The MoF is also responsible for incidental penaits for local use of crown forest 

lands for such things as firewood collection and cutting Christmas -S. These 

permits are strictiy a means for the state to allow small-de use of crown forests 

in an organized fashion that does not conflict with other users. Access to forested 

crown lands are generally open but a permit or license is required to cut just 

about anything. 

In addition to supervishg al1 of the above, the MoF is also responsible for 

grazing and hay rights on public lands. These rights are given to private 

individuals by the MoF to use state land for private ranching purposes. Use of 

the land for grazing and hay is of only miwr importance in this area and is 
* 

dismbuted like any other user permit on crown land. 

Since the MoF is also responsible for recreation sites on crown lands, several 

local aails and pic& locations near the Kuskanax Creek are maintainecl by the 

MoF (e-g. Mount Jordan, Kimbol Lake and the Wenseley Creek rest sites). 

Anybody has the right to access these crown lands for non-consumptive 

recreation p q s e s ,  but no one has withdrawal rights. Other recreational 

opportunities, such as mountain biking, hiking and bird watching, are quite 

popular in the area These recreation activities are fairly low key and do not 

require pedts .  Local community groups do pmmote 'safe use' d e s  and 

standards of conduct for recreational users. These are ~e~imposed and generaily 

only socially enforceable. If a problem does occur, the crown may be asked to 

intervene by writing or enforcing a regdation. 



Other StakehoUers 

Other stakeholders in forestry operations include the federal government, 

who wants to have some Say m land-use practices with only limited physicai 

claim to resources in BC, per se. The f e d d  govanment promotes its own values 

through the provision of money for environmentai enhancement programs such 

as the Canada - British Columbia Partnership Agreement on Forest Resource 

Development (e-g. $300 million has ken  provided over the past five y-, and 

$200 million is king provided over the wxt four - FDRA II). This money is made 

available to improve silviculture practices in the province and to decrease the 

backlog of Not Sficiently Restocked WSR) lands. The money goes toward 

stand tending, re-planting NSR lands, supporting better management and 

silviculture practices and i d e n m g  new or value-added forestry products and 

markets. This initiative recognizes that future timber harvests are expected to be 

less than past harvests (MoF, 1994; MoF, 1991) and inplies, of course, that 

traditional property rights regimes have inadequately valued enviromentai 

management and reforestation practices in the past. It is important to note that 

the intent of this initiative is to support improved forest management and 

contribute to incremental w d  supply (through silviculture) and not to displace 

the obligation of the landowner for long-îenn basic forest management (MoF, 

1991). Essentially, the federal govemment is buving its way into historically 

inadequate management rights. Although no direct property fights are associated 

with this plan, standards of practice an, meaning that this project-based money 

directs the application of individualued management rights by targeting the 

Stream of benefits associated with resowce use itself. 



5.1 (a) Crown Forests: Management Implications 
Quite obviously, the interactions among stalreholder claims to forest resources 

are cornplex, and stakeholder values varieci. The companies consume 'timber 

products' for profit and market share; the employees and contractors ciamor for 

jobs to support their familes and lif&yIes, the federal government tries to buy 

into the industry for national expart and stability reasons, the environmental 

lobbyists tzy to protect non-market and non-consumptive forest values and the 

province aies to balance aiI of these demands, dong with tourism, watershed 

management, idiastnscture and communïty development. One of the province's 

most powerful tools to manage these vaiues is the new Forest Practices Code 

(FPC) guidelines to forest management. 

The Forest Practices Code (FPQ is essentially a complex d e  book. From an 

academic point of view, the FPC approaches property rights through increased 

legislation, detailed rule-making and explicit legitimization of recognized land- 

users. The emphasis is on the i5.m three types of property rights, namely access, 

withdrawal and management. Because certain multiple use values, such as non- 

consumptive forest uses, recreation, visual qualities, culnual heritage and forest 

health are (recently) articulated and included in the new forestry legislation, the 

effect is that a wider range of individual user values are now king considered in 

operational forestry management decision-making- Generally speaking, the FPC 

regulations and guideünes increase the legitimacy of traditionaily ignored non- 

consumptive land-use values through their explicit recognition and inclusion in 

the body of the 'rules' itself- The legislation is detailed, distinctive, and, although 

somewhat cumbersome, is based on articulating the rights and responsibilities of 

usage, as opposed to ownership. 



Apparentiy, actuai harvesting and silvicuiture practices have, in fact, been 

improving in this region since the late 1980s and early 1990s but have never been 

legdy enforced (MoF, 1994; MoE, 1995; Personal Interviews). The FPC does 

not so much mate new standards, then, but attempts to put these known and 

existing impmvements into Iaw and makes them available for aiî operations to 

foilow. The intention is to *te a set of standards and guidelines that is clear 

and applicable to everyone, inespective of ownership, with an emphasis on rights 

and responsibilities of acass, use and management as opposed to exclusion 

through ownership or alienation. The FPC is seen to legitimize social and 

environmental concems over forest practices of the past and is generally 

accepted as an inevitable and useful, if overtly complicated tool for implementing 

management standards into modem day practice. A common consultant comment 

was that the FPC did not in fact create new standards but simply consolidated 

existing practices into commonly applicable des .  

5.2 (a) Regional Land-Use Planning: Stakeholders 

Although the FPC is the most recent and explicit articulator of forest resource 

property nghts, it ody has authority over forestw on c m  lands. The 

Commission on Resowces and the Environment (CORE) on the other hand, is 

more regional in scope. The CORE was a recent regional-scale planning and 

land-use allocation process designed to integrate multiple values and a wide 

number of stakeholders and land-users into planning and decision-making over 

the whole West Kootenays area. As a process for dealing with land-use wnflict, 

CORE involved eighteen months of public round-table discussions between 

1992 and 1994 and tried to b ~ g  consensus and direction to regional land-use 

allocations. 1t essentially deals with the property rights of alienation and 
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Resowce Type StaLclioldcr Group 

Land-Use Plamhg (CO=) 
MoELP* 
Stakeholders 
Lmcal Usas 

WiIdlife hf?-' 
 MO^ 
Trap Lines 
Local U x n  
Wddlife Socicty 

Columbia River 
BC Hydro 
USA 
Local Gola* 
Local Uscrs 

Mining MoEMPR* 
MOELP' 
Local eovt* 
Private Users 

Agriculture Fatmers 
MoELP* 

GOVL* 

Water Rigbts (Kus&anu Cretk 
MoELP 
LQcal Users 

Economic Development Initiat 

63 

Table 4: Regional Roperty Rights 

Access Use & Management / Exclusion Alienation 
Withdrawai Rule Making 

Property Right Cbacactetistfcs 
Access The rights to enter a defincd physical propaty* 
Withdrawil Thc ri& to obtain the 'pmdkh' of ahsou& 
Management Tûc nght to rcgulate use parteras and transfotm the rcsowcc by making improvements. 
Exclusion The right to determine who wili have acccss dghts, and how that right may be used. 

%TB: Many rcscarchcrs would not umsida a gavement agcncy as a stakcholdcr group. Please =fer CO the 
discussion in Section 1.3: Tenninology, in Chapter One. 



exclusion, as opposed to use, access and management. Participants included 

resource users, companies, environmentai groups, local governments and 

individuals (see Appendix C). 

Commission on Resoumes und the Envitonment (CORE) 

The round table pmcess used by CORE involved the major stakeholders 

discussing land designations fiom a consensus perspective and the government 

acting, not as decision maken, but as faciltators providing information and 

support (shared authority over exclusion and aüenation). 'Ibis was unique to the 

province and for a year and a half the delegates hashed out land-use designations 

before finally presenting their solutions to the government department in charge, 

in late 1994. Unfortunately the group did not quite reach consensus on all 

matters before they had to submit their recornmendations. Later, when the 

goveniment produced its final plan it contained changes to the original 

consensus-based recommendation. These revisions, of course, were seen to point 

out the "failure" of the plan, and brought up numerous questions about both the 

integrity of the decisions and the cornmitment of the state to the process itself. 

Effectively the short cùcuited consensus-based process opened itself up to 

mudslinging and M e r  polarization over regional land issues. Despite ali of this, 

the strength of the CORE was in introducing a process and direction for regional 

planning and land-use allocation during a time of serious confiict between 

s t ake holders . 
To be fair, the local CORE process did achially succeed (to a certain extent) in 

re-partitionhg the West Kootenays Region into land-use strata (or zones) - each 

deemed appropriate for different levels and types of resource use (exclusion & 

dienation). These zones raiiged h m  fully protected parks that disallowed any 

consumptive land-uses through varying degrees of special and dedicated 
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management zones that required some degree of extra care, to integrated resource 

management zones that continued to aUow traditional resource extraction 

developments pretty much as is (CORE, 1994). Although none of these zones fell 

within the immediate study ana. the proposed Goat Range Protected Area is 

located adjacent to the study ana to the east (see Figure 7). 

O v d ,  CORE demonstrateci shared decision authority over the broad 

property rights categories of exclusion and dienation but not the specincs of 

access, use and de-making. Those were addressed more explicitly by the FPC. 

Since decisions over management and withdrawal were not under the mandate of 

CORE, existing negotiations among participants were apparently incomplete and 

effectively dropped when the consensus process was changed to an adjudicatory 

one. At present, nobody appears to know how the individual zones wiU actually 

M e r  in management criteria from each other or what, if any, land-use d e s  will be 

applied either through CORE or through the FPC. Both of these initiatives will 

definitely have an ef%ect on forestry operations, however, as forest lands are re- 

assigned to other, non-forestry, uses. 

Regional District of Central Koofenq (RDCg) 

Outside of the FPC and CORE, there are numemus other regionai-scde 

resource-based land-uses in the area. The Regional District of Centrai Kootenay 

(RDCK) plays a small role in the more sealed pat=ts of the study area, rnostly near 

the reservoir itself. This planning juridiction is limited to zoning and providing 

building permits, protection h m  environmental hazards such as forest fires and 

runoff, managing the Agricultnal Land Reserve (ALR) and overseeing indusmai 

developments andlor log boom grounds and their associateci landing areas (the 

latter are located close to the reservoir but are mostly outside of the study area). 

There is some tak of making a blanket designation of Forest Land Resemes 



(comparable to Agriculturai Land Reserves - see discussion latter in this section) 

for ail regional district forest lands on both crown and pnvate forested properties, 

but this has not yet been done. 

EnvironmentoC Protectfon 

From a regional perspective, well organized environmental and social 

organizations are adding pressures to the land-use debate. A very strong and 

highly focused environmental lobby group exists in a nearby valley. These 

organizatîons tend not to hold property rights outnght, but, in combination with 

other provincial, national and international environmentai pressure groups, they 

have had effective impact on regional-scaie land-use initiatives such as FPC and 

CORE. Their input has extended to the point where large areas of nearby forests 

have been alienated h m  existing timber tenures and reassigned to parks. The 

recent protection of the Goat Range (White Grizzly) Area immediately adjacent to 

the study area is a prime example. 

The goal of these organizations is to motivate the goverment to provide 

exclusive environmentai protection to specfic forested areas for wildlife and 

habitat protection (Valhaiia Society, 1995). Their influence has been considerable 

and has resulted in an increased inclusion of environmental values in resource 

management decision-making province wide (e.g. wïidemess protection 

standards in parks, forestry regulations such as FPC and regional planning 

processes such as CORE). Although they might not be successful in protecting 

every specific habitat that they lobby f-ey have k e n  successful in 

infiuencing environmental policy and are a strong voice that is king listened to. 
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Minlshy of Environnzenr, Lands and Pmks (MoELP) 

Even though it often occupies the same physicai landscape as the Ministry of 

Forests, the Mhistry of Environment, Lands and Parks (MoELP) is uniquely 

responsible for rnanaging the fish, wildIife, parks and water resources in the area. 

Fishing in the Kuskanax Creek is limited to upstream of the f d s  located one 

kilometer above Gardner Creek ÿust below the hotsprings in Figures 2 and 7). 

This spatiai liniit is intended to protect areas of downstream spawning habitat. 

Fishing licenses are granted for limiteci withdrawal of all species over a designated 

tirne period (by the day, the week or the year) in a defined area, and serve to track 

pressures on fish harvest. They are not m e r a b l e  and decision-making is held 

by the State. 

The hunting season is monitored and regdated but applies no special 

limitations to this area. Hunting permits are individually bought by private users 

to allow the withdrawal of a Iunited number (bag limit) of a certain animai species 

(e.g. eik, deer, moose, bar, grouse and cougar) fbm a specific area over a set 

period of time (usually during the f d  or winter months only). The govemment 

controls the number and content of these pennits, based on species population 

trends and regionai wildlife management strategies. Local level input into 

definition and management of these resources has been attempted by community 

conservation and wildlife groups but has not ken successful. Utimatdy, use, 

management, exclusion and dienation rights sit finnly in the hands of the MoELP 

(Wildlife Act). Since wiidlife habitat and foresteci lands overlap extensively, the 

MoF may be consulted if land-use decisions affect forestry operatiom. 

From a local perspective, even though the nght to hunt is considered to be an 

individual nght of access and use, the responsibility for management remains with 

the goverment This polarkation leads to management difficulties. Even though 

effort is sometimes made to softea the boundary between ownership and 



management through public education and presentations, for example, very rarely 

is any actuai management decision authority devolved. Th& resuit is that when 

an animal. such as a bear, wanders out of the fomt (provincial juridiction) into 

the town (private or municipai juridiction) looking foi food, as happened during 

the spring of lm, only extreme solutions seem to be considered; either the 

province is called in to remove the animal (management by state) or it WU get 

shot (management by citizens). If any damage bas been done, then the burden of 

responsibility is aimed towards the provincial conservation officen for diowing 

their wild animals to endanger private property. - 
There are two registered traplines running through the study area. Trappes 

are licensed to access and withdraw wildlife species within their designated areas. 

They have no rights to restrict other users authorized by the government (no 

exclusion rights), and liceases are only transferable with permission h m  the 

licensee (limiteci alienation rights). RecentIy, however, sina these users are now 

explicitly recognized in govemment forestry legislation, they mav be aiiowed 

input into some management and exclusion decisions they express (during 

public open houses) that their trapîines are directly impacted by forestry 

operations. 

Wuter Rights 

Water rights present a slightiy different scenario. Water rights are licensed by 

the MoELP on a first-use basis. Individuals are given a license to access and 

withdraw a certain amount of water fkom a defined area for a specific purpose. 

The MoELP retains the right to exclude all other users, but also promotes shared 

use and mediates disputes between users. Once the license is given (alienated) the 

govemment may not take it away without cause. In 0th-  wrds, an incomplete 

set of alienation rights is w w  held privately. 



Water management decisions are based on water availability, the number and 

type of conflicts between users, available iaformation and provincial and federal 

legislation to protect fish and fish habitat. If a licensee's use of the water creates 

damage to &h or fish habitat, for example, the crown has the right to apply its 

management d e s  and / or to exclude other uses. No immediate water license 

issues were raised by consultants but it became apparent that a potentially 

signiscant concem included the maintenance and monitoring of the Kuskanax 

Creek watershed (as Nakusp's alternative water supply during low water years). 

Other issues involved the watershed's carrying capacity for future residential 

development, maintenance and npgrading of local sewage treatment and the 

proximity of a proposed regional landfill site to the creek itself. 

Columbia River Reservoir 

A special case must be made for the water rights associated with the Columbia 

River Reservok In this case, the govemment has clearly retained all authority 

over its use, management, exclusion and alienation. By making this river into a 

reservoir the govermnent demoastrated these rights in full. For example, in the 

late 1960s local people were required to physically remove themselves h m  their 

homes (with what many chim was inadquate compensation) and relocate in 

0th- parts of the valley. Despite the fact that local users have access to the 

resewoir they retain no authority over use, management, exclusion or alienation 

of the resewoir, and are clearly concerned that the now sixty eight foot annual 

vertical fluctuation in water level negatively affects shoreline stability, 

accessibility. visual appeal and environmental health. The international Columbia 

River Treaty, negotiated fhirty years earIier, clearly gives wididrawal rights to 

downstream users for flood control and hydro-electric power generation. The 

social consequences of these actions are still being felt in water rights 

negotiations and dealing with BC Hydro today. 



Economic Devefopment IniMves 

An interesting side effect of the Columbia River Treaty negotiations is the 

Columbia Basin Trust, a less ciramatic but potentially important player in practicd 

land-use decisions in the valîey. In 1997, the current downsaeam benefits 

agreement with Bonneville Power Corp. in the USA will be revised and some of 

the economic benefits to downstream users are to be repatriated back to the 

Province of BC. A total of 72 million dollars of these benefits are expected to be 

distributed through the Columbia Basin Trust over the next decade. This then 

becomes an economic development initiative that directs regional money toward 

individual and local land-uses. 

The Columbia Basin Trust was formed as an amalgarnation of local municipal 

interests to lobby the province for economic development funding nrmi 

repatriated Columbia River Benefits. Their claim was that economic benefits had 

been extracted b m  the regional land base following past hydro-electric 

development initiatives and that "the impacts in the Columbia Basin [hm these 

past developments] fa-  outweigh the benefits the regions received" (CBT, 1995). 

It is past time, they said, for some of these benefits to be redirected back hto the 

local economy, towards local residents (CBT, 1995). Their success in capturing 

these benefits in the form of the Columbia Basin Tmst Fund was based on 

concerted cooperative lobbvine, of the province as a group (Arrow Lakes News). 

The projects that they sponsor will operate on a local level. There is considerable 

debate over how the benefits h m  downstream uses are to be achially re- 

distributed locaily by the communities and peoples bordering on the reservoir. 

With historically poor recognition of local values and property nghts, skepticism 

about equity issues is stül apparent (Personal Inte~ews). 



AgricuIfuruI Lunds 

Agricuitwal lands in the study area are privately owned. 'Lais means that 

private rights rather than state regdations apply to their use and management, 

and the individual land owners are quite fkee to do what they want (within legal 

health and safety iimits, of cotuse). There is one glaring exception. In BC, most 

of the arable lands bave been designated into the Agicultural Land Reserve 

(ALR), based on soil capability. All of the agriculaual lands in the study area fd 

within this category. In order to protect these lands from competing uses (e-g. 

settlement, industry or transportation) the province has designated almost all of 

British Columbia's high quality fm lands as ALR What this means is that 

agricultural lands may not be easily subdivided or differently used without first 

being withdrawn h m  the ALR. The private land owners still retain alienation 

rights in that they may keIy  sell the land, but they are not permitted to subdivide 

it or sell it as building lots (i.e. they have lost part of their exclusion and alienation 

rights). In other words, dthough commercial agiculture is not generaily 

considered viable in the study area (Personal Inte~ews), most existing farms and 

open areas will likely stay that way, as f-s, for the above nasons. The fact that 

much of the valley's seateable land had been earlier expropriated by the province 

and is now under water makes this a contentious issue for many local people. 

Mining 

Mine claiais do exist but are presently of only negligible importance in the 

snidy area The Slocan area to the south-east is well known for lead and silver 

mines, gold is found to the north (and somewhat to the south) and a graphite 

deposit was recently found nearby (1980s). No major mining claims are presently 

operating in the study area. Some W-scale placer claims appear to exist near 

the mouth of the Kuskanax, but because of the recording mechanisms in place the 

researcher was unable to ascertain if these claims are curent. 



Mining clallns are interesthg as they exist on toi, of other tenues. In other 

words, ownership of the land does not mean owmership of the minerals under i t  

Nor does it mean that the land owner can conml or prevent somebody else fîom 

accessing, using, managing, aüenating the minerais there (MoEMPR 1995). The 

Minister of Energy, Mines and PetroIewn Resources (MoEMPR) r e m s  

exclusion and alienation rights over the subsurface resources in most areas, 

irrespective of whether they are under private or public property (some limitations 

do apply - see MoEMPR, 1995). Once a Iicense is given @e., a placer claim is 

staked), then access to that land becomes assured, and the extracted subsurface 

resources become private chatte1 for the duration of the license, irrespective of 

private ownership of d a c e  rights. Strict rules are in existence that determine 

how long an individuai retaias these rights (alienation is temporary), and these 

rights are not tramferable. In the case of private property, some fomi of 

compensation must be given to the sUTface property owner, and a buffer zone 

(custilage) is usually provided asound dwellings and actively used lands. Only 

when the private use of the land causes environmental or financial damage to 

others may the government step in to reguiate environmentai management 

requirements. Some mediation services are provided by the MoEMPR when 

conflicts occur. 

5.2 (b) Regional Land-Use Planning: Management Implications 

With dl of these regional-scale land-use pressures concentrathg on a limiteci 

land area, the region is rife with turmoil. As discussed earlier, the province 

attempted to respond to this by faciiitating a consensus styled decision-making 

process (CORE) between user groups over land-use designations in the area. 

With the area's history of private rights vs. state driven de-making the idea of 



sharing responsibility over decision-makùig appears to be a new and sometimes 

diffidt one for many stakeholders and appears to take some getting used to 

(CORE, 1994; MoF, 1994; Personal h t e ~ e w s ) .  Furthennore, considerable 

concem was expressed that despite foiiowhg shared decision-making intentions 

and being a commendable example of 'how to' develop consensus in complex 

land-use disputes, operational constraïnts such as time and financial limitations 

combineci with questionable cornmitment to the process have prompted CORE to 

be aiticize!d as cursory aod less representative of local concerns thaa intended. 

Interestbgly, with the recent changes in goveniment, the process was labeled 

successfdly completed and has subsequently been dropped. 

CORE as Consensus M d e r  

As was discussed earlier, CORE, the regionally driven and inclusive land-use 

allocation process, originally approached property rights decisions h m  the 

management and dienation end of the spectnun. Through multiple stakeholder 

consultations, CORE attempted to use consensus decision-making to develop 

land-use designation and planning guidelines for fùtwe resowce management 

decisions. In this case, the government role was to b ~ g  together disparate 

stakeholders, guide them through a joint decision-making process, provide 

information and structure to the tallrs and then implement any resulting 

consensus decisions into defensible land-use designations and planning 

guidelines. 

The environmental, economic and social principles shall be Mplemented 
and reconciled in neutral administereci decision-mahg processes that 
are open b the participation of a l l  interests. The processes shaU 
promote decision-making through the building of consensus amongst 
diverse perspectives and stakeholders (CO= 1994). 



The intendeci benefits of such a process were that if consensus could be found 

on broad-scale land-use planning, and ifa fidl range of values, users and needs 

could be accom~~mdated, then a direction, or " b l u e p ~ t  for rnanaging ... the 

provincial landscape" could be provided to guide future decision-making 

(CORE, 1994). The results were both positive and negative. 

In terms of positives, the regional process was considered good for values 

articulation, direction and priorization of general discussions, dissemination of 

information and dealing with some of the las  cornplex issues (Fraser, 1996). In 

terms of negatives, the abandonment and adjusmient of the original process for a 

more adjudicatory one during its final stages violated the existence of any public 

and stakeholder trust developed through the earlier stages (huer, 1996). 

Although, overaU, CORE did result in the creation of a final plan, all progress on 

interim measures, consideration of alternative agreements, management guidelines 

and partnerships or the potential for open-bargaining in the future are seen to 

have been seriously curtailed (Fraser, 1996). 

Regionul Conflict Management 

Instead of king 'almost successfûl,' the process ended up becoming highly 

politicized over legiîimacy, representativeness, appropriateness and value. As a 

result of the short circuitkg of the original consensus-based process, the property 

rights emphasis shifted to simple alienation and exclusion rather than the 

interactive de-making and incentive-based management goals that it started 

with. Questions raised included the abiity of delegates to represent local views, 

the commitment of both the participants and the governent to foilow through 

with the decisions themselves and the effectiveness of the process as a whole for 

actualiy resolving conflict (Fraser, 1996). 



In contriut, in some circwnstances the regional d e  makers have taken it upon 

thernselves to encourage and enhance local shared decision-making, not through 

setting the d e s  or buying management nghts but through faciiitating the 

conflicts that arise between users in the context of these rights. On a local levei, 

water rights can be used to demonstrate this. In this case, the Ministry of the 

Environment (MoELP) has set itseIf up to act as mediator between disputants, as 

opposed to using an outside decision &r. The attempt is to distribute access 

to water rights equitably. It is m e  that the state has h a 1  decision authority and 

may ultimately be required to arbitrate a decision, but they apparentiy use this as 

last resort. 

One difference between water nghts and CORE is a ciifference of scaie. 

CORE was an open ended bargaining mechanisrn deliberating over just about 

everything throughout the entire region. The water rights mediation, in contrast, 

is a case-and-site specific baIancing of stakeholder rights and demands on an "as 

required basis." Both are mediated processes with the govemment trying to act 

impartially, but to different ends: 

Since impacts are highly specific ... a sale has to be chosen that is large 
enough to deal practically with trade-off s, but intimate enough to be 
sociaily responsive to constituent communities ... and reflective of 
naturai [as opposed to administrative or political] relationships (Fraser, 
1994). 
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Table 5: Local Property Rights 

Resourcc Type Stakcholdcr Gmup 

Nakusp Hotsprings 
tocal Goa* 
MOELP' 
Local Uscrs 
Local Business 
Tourists 

Halcyon Hotspdngs 
Pariners 
Usen 

St Leon's Hot prings 
MO 3 
Usen & Community 
Groues 

Wild Mushroom Harvest 
MOFI MOELP 
Disiributon 
Pickers 
Lucals 
Community Croups 

Helis kiing 
MO@ 
Company 
Lacal Citizcns 
Tourists 

Acccss Use& Management / Exclusion Aijenation 
Withdrawai Rule Makina 

Propeitv Right Cbaracteristics 
1 

Access The rights to enter a defincd physicai pmpcrty. . 

A Withdrawal nic right to obtain the 'pmducts' of a rtsource. 
Management The right to rcgufaie use p a m s  and transfonn the resoucce by making improvements. 
Exclusion The riaht to dettrrnine who wiU bave afcess rigbts, and how tbaî right may be used 

'NB: Many rcscarchas would not consider a government agency as a stakeholder p u p .  Plaise =fer to the 
discussion in Section 13: Terminology, in Chapter One. 



5.3 (a) Locai Level issues: Stakeholders 

Not d land-use decision-makirrg comes fbm regional property nght holders. 

Other players in the land-use debate include the lacal users of hotsprings, alpine 

sküng expeditions and private citizen weIfare. None of these stakeholders 

necessarily owns the land directly but they still manage to exert infiuence over 

property rights and imbue multipIe use values into local land-use management 

decisions. The way that they do this is different h m  their regionai counterparts. 

On a local-scale (such as visithg the local hotsprings, the operation of a local 

tourist outiet, the colIection of minor forestry products, or input into municipal 

affairs). the local users do seem to have some share of local decision-making 

authority. This. however, is usuaily on a smail or de facto basis only. 

Hotsprings 

Take the area h o t s p ~ g s  for example. On a local-scale, there are at lem four 

recognized sets of hotsprings dotting the surrounding Liills, each uniquely used 

and each demonstrating different combinations of property rights. Of the three 

reviewed, one is municipally owned, one is privately owned and the third is on 

provincial forested lands. 

Nuhsp Hotsprings 

The Nakusp hotsprings is privately owned by the Village of Nakusp and sits in 

the middle of a provincial park. The water cornes hm and r e m s  to the park, 

but the pool itself is owned by the town. This is a hybrid association between the 

Village of Nakusp and BC Parks (an atms length division of the MoELP) that 

d o w s  the village to promote and control tourisrn development at the hotsprings. 



Local businesses, of course, are trying to gain access and use rights in order to tap 

into the tourïsm potential, but these are firmly retained by the rnunicipality. any 

environmental damage occurs, the MoELP retains some management and 

exclusion authonty for habitat protection. 

These hotsprings have been a local commodity for generations and with 

60,000 visits per year are expected to be the backbone of fiiture community 

development initiatives. Despite the fact that the municipality controls the 

private property rights, local users do have a long history of involvement in this 

resource and have considerable de facto input over how the pools are nui. 

Through public discussion and pressure and a strong local aff?nity to the resource, 

the public may potentially have alienation rights through public outcry if the 

hotsprings were ever sold or poorly managed. 

Halcyon HotsprUgs 

Halcyon ho tsp~gs ,  on the other hand, tocated just to the north of the study 

area, is privately owned by a nurnber of local investors. The site used to be the 

home of an historic hotel in the eady 1900s and is now an undeveloped private 

property. The water stili remains mi, while some of it is piped to private 

residences nearby, the rest is funneled into two openly accessible pools. The 

owners are not exercising their control over access and exclusion rights and the 

pools are, effectively, free for public use. The users Vary fiom day to day but 

include a core group of people who have no official rights but who take care of 

the place, rebuild the pools when they collapse and moderate other users (de 

facto management). They essentiaily manage it as their own but have no 

authority if the property is ever sold. The actual owners appear to be holding 

discussions with potentiai out of town developen so that these de facto use- 

based property rights may become a thing of the past. 
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Halfwuy Hotsprings 

The third example is a group of hotsprings located on provincial forest lands. 

These fa compleiely under state authority but also include local individuals and 

community groups as users who penoâically contribute to maintenance (e.g. the 

local boy scouts organize dean up campaigns once per year or so). Management 

and use guidelines are clearly based on social etiquette and a good neighbor 

policy of cleaniag up after use and giving consideration to other users (de facto 

rule-making). As a comrnunity property, considerable public outcry woutd be 

raised if the immediate area were ever alienated or made available for logging. 

5 3  (b) Local LeveI Issues: Management Implications 
In terms of the hotsprings, each of the three examples demonstrate some 

degree of social (de facto) factors influencing resource decision-making. Unpaid 

and unsolicited maintenance by local users, social etiquette amongst the users, 

community clean up operations, and a strong local perception that these 

resources belong, to some degree, to the local community aU help to articulate 

commuaity rights. Menation and exclusion are difficult, not because the local 

peoples retain legal ownership of any of these pmperties, but because the 

community uproar that couid occur, if these resowces were ever mismanaged or 

sold, would be considerable. 



5.4 (a) Other L o d  Resomces: Stakeholders 

Wild Mushrooms 

Considerable areas of crown (and some private) land are used for the 

collection of unreguiated forest products, such as the Matsutuke or Pine 

Mushroom. Since it is unreguiated, the state, at present, has some theoretical 

rights to make management, exclusion and dienation decisions, but has not 

decided how best to articulate these rights (MoF, 1994) and is presently 

discussing whether to try ta iicense the distributors, the pickers, or nobody (MoF, 

1994). ïhe  users that wme closest to retaining decision authority over this 

resource currently are the distributors. Their influence is through the economic 

incentives of buying and selling the mushrmms and price control, but they 

actually have no direct control over withdrawal or management. One distributor 

talked about trying to exert management and exclusion rights over other 

mushroom pickers in order to protect the resource, but since he retained no 

generally accepted or enforceable authority over this resource (over and above 

simple buying power), these efforts were independent and ineffectual. Users on 

private property have exclusive rights to do what they want. Other usen 

(pickers) have no nghts other than access and use. Picking of any products in 

park lands, for commercial purposes is strictly forbidden (but continues on a wide- 

scale). 

With no effective management institutions (neither state, regional or local), the 

wild mushroom harvest cm currently be considered an open access resource. 

This makes it a perfect candidate for M e r  discussion. The issues surrounding 

wild mushroom management will be describeci in p a t e r  detail in the next 

chapter. 
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Regiond Tourism 

Toinism is a non-consumptive use of natural resources that is touted as the 

panacea of fiitwe economic development. Since the m a  has considerable 

natural appeal and recreation potential, it is blanketed with small-de hotels, bed 

and breakfasts, camping sites, recreation anas and retail outiets catering to 

diverse tourism ideals. No general property rights an retained by the individual 

tourism operators in that they are aimost totaliy dependent on broad natural 

values, tourist wildiife experiences and an area wide visual appeal, none of which 

they have direct control over and ail of which derive firom publicly owned 

forested lands and natural enviroments. These local users try to balance private 

and local rights to establish and run businesses with public and regional rights to 

lobby the government for non-consumptive forest and wildlife use. 

Some controversy exists over the potentid for this industry to infiuence local 

land-uses as tourism land values (e-g. beauty, natural experience and scenic 

qualities) are often in direct confiict with traditional resowce extraction industries 

such as timbet supply and minhg (which are stiU currently relied upon locally for 

jobs). Tourism development initiatives and joint business ventures are not yet 

able to compete with the natural resource industries for shared property rights on 

an individual level, but tbey have been active on regional planning initiatives and 

have influencecl the inclusion of Msual quality values into forestry legislation. 

Heliskiing 

One specific tourism industry is heliskiing. A successfbl heliskiing operation is 

based out of Nakusp. The local operator (Kootenay Helisküng) has exclusive 

recreational skihg nghts (sole commercial access) to a broad area of high alpine 

slopes including eight locations within the study area. A multi-million dollar 



industry, this winter sport makes non-conswnptive use of moutain areas with 

open thber and is dependent on scenic beauty and quality of experience. As 

with most danger sports, the principle management guidelines are based on 

persona1 health. safety and liability insurance. Through negotiation with the 

govemment, the company retains exclusive commercial use and access rights to 

this particular resource. meaning that no other cornpaay can operate a 

commercial ski operation there. These rights are not transferable, and the 

company must comply with state environmental management and safety 

Iegislation (management). Commerçial forestry ultimately mains the right to 

harvest these same areas but cannot Iùnit commercial ski access, Private access 

for personal use is in no way affectecl by these co1111nercial rights. Since they are 

a local business that solicits local input into yearly management plans, some 

decision authority over management is shared with local citizens at the m u a l  

public open house (possible de facto input into management). 

Setîlement: Villoge of Ncikusp 

In a general sense, the Village of Nakusp holds broad-scale authority for 

zoning guidelines (designating appropriate land-uses for different areas) on 

private areas within their municipal jurisdiction. The village also has the authority 

for supplying and operating basic seMces such as snow removal, parking, waster 

supply, sanitation and sewers. Every year, the village produces detailed zoning 

bylaws for specific land-uses, backed by a five year broad-scale planning (or 

vision) document. Any changes (and they are muent )  must undergo some form 

of public review ranghg b m  simple posting of proposed amendments (e.g. for 

basic building permits) to full-scale community-wide public hearings for larger 

issues (e.g. changing oie community bylaws to include the swunding areas 

within village boundaries, as happened in 1995). Current pressures include 

providing adequate sewage treatment and waste disposal facilities, discussing re- 



aligning highway access to downtown and lobbying the RDCK to ailow 

subdivisions on agricuihiral lands. 

Since many of the resource industry employees, contractors and business 

people are senleci in the community itself, the Village of Nahsp does have a keen 

interest in the environmental, social and economic stability of the nearby 

watersheds. As the Kuslcanax and Wenseley Creeks provide the buk of the 

water supply, the t o m  lives an ongoing debate between the needs to manage for 

environmental concems such as ~n-off, sïitation and erosion into their drinking 

water supply, consideration for the vimal and environmental qualities that are 

essential for potential future tourism expansion and the very present desire to 

ensure that timber extraction jobs are available in a stable forest industry (the 

forests provide for major levels of employment and a stable, local tax-base). The 

village has no generaliy recognized property rights outside of its own eight km2 

jwisdiction. 

Settlement: Private h n &  

Private Lands are individually owned, operated and managed independently 

of each other at each owner's discretion. Generally speakïng, management 

requirements are self-imposeci (or imposed through the courts through the actions 

of torts and civil proceedings) or associated with municipal zoning bylaws. Land 

owners retain the full bundle of access, use, management, exclusion and dienation 

rights. Some individual private property rights have been given up to the 

municipality of Nakusp and the RDCIç for example, for mning purposes in 

exchange for the municipal provision of basic services such as ma&, sewage 

treatment and other utilïties (management and exclusion). Interna1 management is 

based on an individual balance of personal beliefs, preferences, some social 

pressure, and cornpliance with extemai standards. 
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Alienated Crown Lands 

Aiienated Crown Lands are essentially private lands held by crown 

corporations and utilities. The aown itself is the user. Since the full bundle of 

property rights is retained by the user, these effectively become pnvate properties, 

which must, however, comply with all state management regulations. Examples 

include the expropriated hydro lands near the reservoir, transportation and road 

comdors, telephone and electric line rights of ways. Public input is Iùnited to 

input sessions and periodic public reviews. 

5.4 (b) Other Local Resources: Management Implications 
There appear to be four generai categories of pressures influencing the 

distribution of property rights and local land-use practices in the study area. 

These include 1) governent efforts at explicitly defining and articulating 

detailed use rights over specific lands and resources through legislation (e-g. 

FPC); 2) regional efforts to develop broadly acceptable planning guidelines for 

land-use allocation, fbm a consensus perspective (eg. CORE); 3) project 

oriented economic development money stimulahg local level land-uses, usualiy 

with strings attached (e.g. economic initiatives); and 4) de facto social 

interactions that still guide some public participation and land-use interactions on 

a local-scale (e-g. local level land-uses). At present, tbis latter category is seriousiy 

overshadowed by the other tbree. 

Pressure for s h e d  decision-making in natural resources management cornes 

fbm severai other directions as weU. The f h t  is intensive lobbying and public 

input by large, well organized regional public interest groups (e.g. lobby groups). 

These groups influence decision-making by articulating the social and 



environmental values of non-consumptive forestry uses. They are powemil, 

regional and articulate. The second pressure cornes h m  the external investment 

of money into the region (e-g. federal or provincial development money tied to 

specific land management or re-vegetation initiatives). The influx of external 

money affects decision-making by targeting the stteam of benefits associated 

with landvse decisions directly. Both of these pressures tend to overshadow 

local management initiatives, which, as a general de, are stiU poorly articulated. 

Local individual users, therefore, tend to be caught in the back àraft of larger 

initiatives and often have difficulty fïnding the time, energy and money to 

participate in a regional level discussion (CORE, 1994; Columbia Basin Trust, 

1995; Fraser' 1994). Sometimes, as in the case with the local forest contractors' 

strike, they also end up bearing the burden of changing property right costs. 

Even though local resource management decisions appear to be dnven much 

more by regional pressures than by local values, in some cases, efforts are being 

made to incorporate local level decision-making into resource management 

decisions, irrespective of absolute ownership. Examples include local input into 

the hotsprings debate, citizen involvement in local tourism and attempts by some 

stakeholders to contribute to the water rights debate. From the local-scale, 

regional interventions are sometimes seen as more of a bwden than an asset. 

Local management of resources is not always successful, however. 

Unsuccessful initiatives usuaIly occur when the group involved is srnall or not 

generally recognized. Examples include the local gun and fishing club's proposal 

for local fisheries management or the local mushroom harvesters' attempts at 

environmental management - which were ig~ored by both regional decision- 

makers as weli as by other users themselves. The ineffectiveness of these 

initiatives implies that even though these groups may have good knowledge, 

information or ideas, and rnay even be acknowledged stakeholders (to be 

- 
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included in decision-making processes), they may not, in fact, have recognized 

authority among users to make representative decisions over shared property 

right regimes. Non-incIusion and non recognition in resource decision-making 

leaves local users fnistrated and at the mercy of larger groups and outside 

economic, social and enVu01mentai pressures. 

5.5 Summary 

The state (the Province of British Columbia through its various ministria) 

r ems  primary decision authorîty over the fidi bundle of property rights on 

aùnost all natural resources in the study area, and ailows access and withdrawd 

rights to registered users through the issuing and monitoring of a variety of 

licenses, pennits and contractuai agreements. This covers, generdly, all aspects of 

forestry, mining, wiidIife, parks, hydro, recreation and water rights. Even 

agriculture, which takes place prharily on private property, is significantly 

controlled by the state's exclusion rights, articulateci through the A~culniral 

Land Reseme Act (ALR). No explicit common property regimes were observed 

and ody one unmanaged resource was found (wild mushroom hmest). 

In almost al cases, some degree of overlapping or shared decision-making 

authority was evident in the distribution of property rights over these resources. 

In some cases, management rights, for example, were not simply applied by the 

govement, but negotiated between the stakeholders usbg the resource (e-g. 

SBFEP, WL), discussed with multiple stakeholders thraugh public participation 

processes (e.g. FL, 'ZFL, Recreation, FPC, CORE), or amlied by external funding 

agencies (e.g. economic development initiatives, Forestry Renewal BC, Columbia 

Basin Trust). In other cases, exclusion rîghts became part of a negotiated 

licensing arrangement (e.g. Hebskiing, WL), were shared through multiple use 

(e.g. negotiated water rights, municipal zoning) or discussed and debated at 



public open houses and land-use reviews (e.g. forestry open houses and meetings 

for CORE and the FPC). Very rarely were dienation rights shared, but even these 

are not always cIearIy articulateci (e-g. they are compietely Msing with wild 

mushroorns, negotiated between stakeholders in water rights, or take the fonn of 

de facto decision authority through extreme public protest over timber harvests). 

Examples of regionai imperatives that dominate local landvse decision 

include the process of creating new forest practîce des, debates over 

environmental protection and large-scale regional economic development 

initiatives. Examples of Local land-uses that still value de facto input include the 

hotsp~gs,  locd-level public meetings and some d - d e  resource users such 

as local water rights or local touisrn. Examples of regional initiatives that call for 

local participation include economic development plans such as the Columbia 

Basin Tmst and the Forest Renewal Plan and community stakeholder meetings 

for public interest groups. Some of these demonstrate effective use of local 

decision authority through banding together to pressure extemal decision makea 

as a group, some of them do not. 



Chapter Six - Wîid Mushmm Management 

This chapter draws on the generai trends found in Chapter Five and applies 

them to managing the cwrentiy unrrgulated wild mushroom industry. The 

intention of this chapter is to examine how management decision-making for one 

particuiar resource - wild mushrooms - might be improved by propew rights 

analysis. In terms of structure, the background and status of the wild mushroorn 

industry is reviewed, then the current governent management initiatives are 

assessed in temu of property rights, and tinally, the management 

recommendations are discussed in light of the full bundle of stakeholder property 

rights and nghts-based motivations for management. Wild mushroom harvesting 

was identifïed as a suitable case study to exempli.@ the relationship between 

property rights and the management of a resource since there were questions 

being raised over jurisdiction, the need for regulation of the harvest, the potential 

for weahh generation and ecological impact, as well as growing conflict arnongst 

stakeholders. 

6.1 Background 

At present, the underground (unregulated) wild musbroom industry has an 

estimated worth of ten million dollars in provincial sales per year, involves access 

onto both state and private lands (which may or may not be by permission) and is 

completely unregulated and untaxed. The picking season in the Nakusp region, 

itself. is an intense tbree weeks in duration and is highly secretive, despite the 

influx of up to 1500 non-local pickers scrounging the surroundiag forests for 

mushroorns worth as much as six hundred dollars apiece. With the average price 

being about twenty doUars per icilopm, there is the potential for individual 

profits to mn as high as fourty thousand dollars per season, tax free (MoF, 1994; 

McLean, 1992, Personal Interviews). 



The wild mushroom industry in British Columbia is relatively young, with the 

first reporied exports of Pine Mushrooms (commody referred to as Matsutake) to 

Japan as early as 1947. By some reports, these eariy exports were actualiy US 

mushrooms king exported through Canada to get a better overseas price with 

the Canadian industry not king said to proHerate until the early-teniid 1970s 

(de Geus, 1992). The first r d  recognition by the province was d&g the period 

ranging h m  1988-1992. At this tirne, growing conflict among various groups led 

to the convening of a wild mushroom cornmittee and a preliminary wild 

mushroom discussion group based on a cross section of industry and governent  

stakeholders (de Geus, 1993 & 1994). 

By 1993, a draft report entitied Agroforestry Industry in British Columbia: 

Identification of Issues, Responsibilities and Opporninities for the Ministrv of 

Forests, identifiai the growing conflicts occunîng throughout the province and 

discussed the potentid for environmental damage related to the commercial 

harvesting of unregulated tirnber resources in general, and pine mushroom 

harvesting in particular (de Geus, 1993). The publication of this report can be 

seen as a tuning point in the wild mushroom management discussions as it 

explicitly articulateci multiple resource use issues, specinc ministerial 

responsibilities and the significance of both the formal and the infocmal economic 

oppomuiities found throughout the various "minor" forest product harvesting 

'The tenn "minor" forest poducts is sometirnes wed in the British Columbia fiterature to cefa CO the 
relatively minor monetiuy value traditionally a-& with non-timber forest products, in relation to 
lumber and pulp. These are also sornetimes rrfarcd to as "agrof-try" products in this same fiterature 
( d m  as "forest bgsed poducts daïvuî h m  a varkty of plant and fungal the vast majority of 
which are not tree species. Agroforestry products include mushrooms, floral greênery, edible plants, bemes, 
herbs, and medicinal plants"), and are recognued under tbc provincial Forestry Act as either "special forest 
products (typicaliy including i t e m  such as yew bark, srakes, fence poles or other products derived h m  
trees, with the majority based on salvage timber operations), or "ufuegulated products" (typically non-tree 
species such as mushroorns, medicinai plants, floral greenery, fruit and berries and some craft products). 
Apparently there are now over 21 1 recognized botanid forest products in British Columbia with a potential 
combined worth in the range of $100 million per ycar (Exuapolated h m  N. de Geus, 1992 - 1995). 
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As a result of these earlier initiatives, a 1994 govemment task force sat for two 

days to discuss speclnc wild mushroom harvesting issues h m  a government 

perspective, to set strategic and govemment management goals and to evaluate a 

range of options for managing the indus- Membership in tbis task force 

included seven individuals hm the Miaistry of Forests, three h m  the Ministry 

of Environment, Lands and Parks and one ficm each of the Ministry of Small 

Business, T o m  and Culture, Minisey of Abonginal M&, Ministry of 

Agriculture. Fisheries and Foods, the Commission on Resources and the 

Environment and Agriculture Canada No other stakeholders participated in this 

two day decision-making session. 

In dl, ten specific management strategies were proposed. rmging, in no 

particular order, h m  doing nothing, to licensing dinerent players such as the 

harvesters, the buyers, the distributors or some combination of the above, to 

trying to elimuiate the industry altogether. The task force aiso considered options 

based on the use of regdatory mechanisms to b i t  the volume, area or duration of 

the harvest. See Table 6 for an overview and cornparison of these strategies. 

Each of the ten wild mushroom management strategies was assessed by the 

task force for both positive and negative impiications. Figure 8 summarizes the 

task force's preferred strategy, and represents the anaiysis that they did for 

choosing the most appropriate model. Details of the other proposed models can 

be found in Appendur E. In this analysis, particuiar attention was said to be paid 

to practicality in application, usefulness and reliability of the information and the 

strategies capacity to address known concems (N de Geus, 1994). Staternents 

protecting the rights of First Nations were ais0 indudecl. The final decision of the 

task force was to concentrate on licensing the buyers (to be reviewed within five 

years). Figure 9 provides a summary of the task force recommendations. 
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Table 6: Overview and Cornparison of Strategies* 

I Summary of goals for pine mushroom harvesting that ane achievable by each of the bn management frameworks considerad in ihc 
workshop. A plus sign (+) indicates that the goal is achievable in the model. A minus sign (-) indicates that the goal is not achievable. 

1. Pine Mushroom harvestin~ will be mananed as 1 
Y 1 an ecologically sustainablë industry. I 

1 Pim mushrmm harvestin~ will be conducted in 1 
m 

1 a safe. heelthy, and respokible manmr. I 
1 Pine mushroom harvestinn will be administered 1 

9 

1 and managed efioiently and effeetively I 
mne mushroom harvcsting will be managecl in 1 

- 
( such a way as io iesdve rësourca use connicts. 1 

Pine mushroom harvestinn will be mananed in 

I 

A raa Tim 
UdQ Unh 

9 L 

f t 

L I 

t t 

*As found in Workshop Results: Pim Mushroom Task Force, 1994 (April), by the Pine Mushroom Task Force, British Columbia 



Figure 8: Pros and Cons of Mode1 4: Licensing Mushroom Buyers Only* 

Ail Musbroom buyers under this management mode1 wouid be required to purchase ai 
annual buyer's license and disclose information. Mormation coliecteà at buying statîoo: 

would k Spenned by government and [would] form the basis for industry data. 

At tbe same time, scientific research wouid be initiated in various locations in thc 
province, wiür wodc cauied out in close association with the U.S. Deparmvnt O 

Agriculture and state agencies in Washington and Oregon. Increased eafoccement O: 

zxisting legislation. formation of an association, and distniution of educational materia 
would aiso be requirrd 

[Perceived] Advantages: 
provides a positive stacting point and a masonable approach to immediately addresi 
public concems about the impàct of mushroom harvesting on other forest resources; 
enables the assessment of the value of the pine mushroom resource versus tbat of othe: 
resources ; 
supports scientific research to detennine ecological impacts on the mushroom resourct 
and other forest resources; 
requires the establishment of effective monitoring and enforcement procedures; 
supports an efficient and effective administration process; 
supports the increased enforcement of existing legislation; 
generates revenue for govermnent through establishment of a Iicense fee system; 
allows for the collection of reliable ùidustry information; 
potentially maintains carrent employment opportunities and industry growth; 
potentially maintains curient local and / or regional development; 
supports the formation of an industry association; 
supports the development and distribution of educational materiais; and, 

I requires the recognition of pine mushrooms as a valuable aatural resource in land-usc 
planning processes. 

:Perceivedl Disadvantages: 
does not dincdy regulaîe hvvesting practices; 
provides no oppomnity to check hdustry information, which is collected fkom only one 
level, and there is no opportnnity to countcr check Monnation; 

I may provoke reaction that govemment is restricting a growing industry; 
1 precludes the direct collection of incorne taxes fiom harvesters: and, 
1 does not resolve forest-use confiicts. 

*As found in W o r m  Results: Pine Mushroom Force, 1994 (April), by the Pine 
Musbroom Task Force. British Columbia 
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Figure 9: Recommendations of The Pine Muskoom Task Force* 

The task force's main concern was that the la& of information about the 

industry - scientific, economic and social - made regulation dif6cult. They 
;onchdeci that the necessary data couid be coUected tbrough licensing and 
;oncerted research efforts. 

rn smnmnrg, the taskforce rcrolllmeIMied= 

AU pine mushroom buyers should purchase a buyer's license. 
Increasing the enforcement of existing Iegislation governing litter, tire 
prevention, health standards, waste, wildlife, park protection and 
environmental protection. 
Developing then distributhg educational materials (in dinerent languages, a3 
appropriate) through buying stations . 
Undertaking scientific research on the ecology of the pine mushroom. 
Facilitating the formation of a pine mushmorn indusûy association. 
Providing opportunities for public participation - including First Nations - in 
the land-use planning process, pine mushroom resource management and 
harvest regulation. 
Recognizing constitutionally protected First Nations rights. 
Ensuring that the pine rnushroom management framework adopted does no1 
infringe on Fit Nations' rights. 

The task force recommended their management strategy be in place for a five 
year period. The task force also expanded their recommendations to include all 
;ommercially harvested wild edible mushroorns. 

As found in Summary of Public Resmnse: Pine Mushroorn Task Force 
Recommendations, July 1995, by N. de Geus, Integrated Resource Poiicy, 
Province of British Columbia. Minist~~ of Forests 
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A summary of the task force discussions was made public in 1995, and public 

consultation was cauied out through written surveys and public meetings. With 

only 54 out of a possibIe 3000 questionmires retumed, the usefulness of this 

public review process is highly questionable, and any conclusions based on the 

-1.896 response rate (plus four written submissions) can not be considered 

reliable. 

As far as the information on management recommendations indicates, the 

government decision makers acted as if they were the sole property rights holders 

of this resource. Constitutionally, the state is recognized as the forma1 'owner' of 

land resources in the province and therefore has the West 'bundle' of property 

rights over wild mushrooms. This means that even though the industry already 

exists in an unregulated form, government agencies have legislated rights to take 

management responsibiüty over the resource (iz. past non-action on the part of 

the government does not restrict its curent property rights). The Fore- Act, for 

example, refers to wild mushtooms under the category of "unregulated forest 

products,' sometimes referring to them as 'minor forest,' 'agroforest' or even 

'botanical forest' products (de Geus, 1992 - 95). 

In their decision-making process, the task force also gave explicit recognition 

to the property rights of First Nations. In terms of action, however, F i t  Nations 

have no direct property within the case study area (e.g. no achial settlements, 

several unresolved but conflicting land daims and a sketchy history of migratory 

use) and made only limited-to-negiigible contributions to the task force 

management process itself. They may be recognized as rights holders, in other 

words, but have not contributed to decision-making. Because of this, it is unclear 

as to whether they will abide by any of the task force recommendations. 



A secondary set of Sghts holders are the land-based tenure holders such as 

the local forest companies who may become affected by these regulations. 

Although not part of the task force. this group of indirect rights holders is 

criticaiiy important to management, but theK only apparent contribution toO the 

task force was through htten submissions received during the public 

consultation pracess. The problem is that in a fully allocated system, such as 

exists in the A m w  Lakes, if an area gets set aside or becomes differently 

managed because of wild mushrooms. it may no longer be available for its curent 

use - in this case timber harvesting. The provincial parks have already stated that 

no consumptive landiises such as wiid mushroom harvesting are allowed in their 

protected areas. This means that, of the crown lands available, wild mushroom 

harvesting must take place on either 'EL (Tree Fami License) or T'SA flimber 

Supply Area) areas, both of which have other claims over them. Considering that 

the local forestry companies are curzently loosing access to forestry rights 

through both CORE and the FPC, they are not likely to welcome even more 

restrictions placed on them through wiId mushroom regulations. 

Interestingly, neither the pickers nor the distributors were recognized as 

property rights holders by the task force. Even though these groups have been 

actively 'ninning' the wild mushroom harvest for appmximately thirty years and 

have a considerable economic stake in the industry, the only recognition in the 

proposed recommendations is that the govemment wiIl help them set up an 

association - irnplying that this association would become a contributor (and 

possibly even a property rights holder?) in future decision-making processes. 

One of the tests of whether someone is a property nghts holder is to assess 

whether or not they have a recognizable or cornpensable daim to a resource- 

based benefit stream - based on the nghts of access, withdrawal, management, 

exclusion or alienation. This stems h m  Bromley's definition of property rights 
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carrying with them a corresponding duty of cornpliance. If the govemment has 

the right to manage, for example, ail others have the duty to comply with these 

management regdations. Conversely, if a timber Company has a cornpensable 

right to harvest trees (i.e. right of withdrawd), then replations that reshict this 

right are not necessarily legitimate. Similady, Î f  a wild mushraom distributor has 

the right to develop the industry and to operate within sound and long 

established business practices, govemment regulations that aggravate or restrict 

that business may lead to codiict over compensation (based on possible rights of 

exclusion and dienation). 

Frurn a property rights perspective, the wild mushroom task force acted as 

provincial govenunents traditionally have when making nanual resource 

decisions; as if it were the sole proprietor of a simple and unallocated resource. 

Early in the decision-making process, they Listened to some industry groups to 

gather Somation and advice but did not include these 'players' in the actual 

decision-making. Neither recognized proprietors such as F i t  Nations, indirect 

licensees such as the forest companies, nor recognized users such as pickers and 

distributors, were able to contribute effectively to the decision-making process. 

When this is combined with the govemment's own recognition that their curent 

strategy does not regulate harvesting practices, provide diable information, 

address the issue of taxation over an iUegal industry nor resolve forest-use 

confiicts, and will likely provoke industry contlicts and non-cornpliance (see 

Figure 8), one is forced to wonder why the existing rights, and for that matter the 

decision-making capacities of the stakeholders themselves, were not considered 

more directly. 
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The only conclusion that can be drawn nom this is that by not considering the 

overlappiag and multipIe layers of property rights acting on this particular 

resource, the task force only partly accomplished what it set out to do. Tbey did 

lay out new recommendations and a stmcture to gather industry information, but 

they did not resolve issues over jurisdiction, management, confiict or reliability. 

6.3 Rights-Based Management 

The findings h m  the earlier chapters of this practicum indicate that property 

nghts analysis can be used as a way of identifying stakebolders, organizhg their 

interests and ascertainhg their motivations for management. The prime lesson 

fiom this research has not been about what foan of property rights regime is the 

.most sustainable, equitable or efficient (Le. cornmon property, state property or 

private property) but how weU do the property rights "bundles" of various 

stakeholders represent and contribute to their abilities to influence or manage a 

resource. Perhaps just as importantly, the question faced in this chapter might be 

whether recognition of these nghts can lead to better resource management 

decision-making. 

To address this question, the same wild mushroom management scenario will 

be examine& but diis time from a broader property rights perspective (as 

established fiom Chapter Five). Based on this rrsearch, three stages in decision- 

making will be considered, including identifying possible stakeholders (dong 

with their detailed property rights), discussing theif motivations to contribute to 

wild mushroom management (in context of these ri&&), and the presentation of 

possible outcomes of a more interactive (and property rights-based) negotiation 

process. 



Since the intent of this chapter is to demonstrate the possibilities of how 

property rïghts analysis might contribute to naturai resource decision-making, the 

foliowing discussion of each stakeholder's interests and motivations are the 

author's interpretations onIy. They are used to illustrate a process of 

management decision-malchg and are in no way intended to define, liniit or 

perfectly desaibe the motivations of any specific stakeholder. 

Stage One - Identifiafion of Stakehoïüers a d  Pn,pem Rigus 

The reports available identified the various stakeholders reasonably well. 

These included wild mushroom hamsters, mushroom buyers and distributors and 

the various govemment departmene already identified. The timber industry and 

general public were apparently represented through the public review process 

(through their e n e n  submissions and retumed questionnaires, respectively - de 

Geus, 1995). Some govemment researchers, local land management staff and 

gatherers of other non-timber forest products also contributed their input. First 

Nations representatives were "welcomed to participate" and seem to have been 

present at the earIier workshops in 1992, and possibly even the public open 

houses in 1994, but were noticeably abseat 6rwi the d t t e n  questionnaire 

summary in 1995 (de Geus, 1995). 

As to be expected fiom a comptent grouping of professionals, issues 

identification was camed out adequately. Major issues identified include 

ecological concerns, resource use conflicts, government revenue concerns, 

difficulties in administering the hmest, social and economic concerns, health and 

safety concerns, resource ownership concerns, agency cooperation concerns and 

Fi t  Nations concems. Each of these seems to have been discussed to varying 

degrees in the "advantages and disadvantages section" of each management 

suategy (see Appendix E for a more complete inveatory of the wild mushroom 

task force decision framework). 



In tems of property rights detds, the state has potential legal rights to access, 

withdrawd, management, exclusion and alienation but is only now in the process 

of aniculating these (refer back to Table 5: 'Wdd Mushroom Harvest'). The 

distributors have been articulating customary withdrawal and management rights 

over this industry for decades (through their business decisions), but have no 

fornial property rïghts recognition. AIl others are simply users, who are ailowed 

access and non-consumptive use of most crown lands, at their own discretion. 

Stage Two - Stakeholdcr Motivations 

Hamsters 

The harvesters category can be broken d o m  into three distinct groupings: 

professional harvesters, casual harvesters and local harvesters. AI1 have a 

generally short-tem interest in profit-taking. The professional and casual 

harvesters are perfectiy mibile and move with the season as it oscillates around 

the province. They understand the industry as flexible, highly dependent on 

climate and perhaps even fickle in temis of location, volume and price. The 

professionais are interested in the rnid-tenn health of the industry, in the sense 

that they often corne back the neb year, but they have no long-term 

cornmitments and only de facto rights of use. They dso know that each season is 

independent and nifficult to predict, and prefer to profit in the short-tem. They 

would be reasonably open to management solutions that f i t  other people's 

participation, but not their own. Since they are alça the experts on the ground, a 

balance could potentialiy be exchanged between their detailed knowledge of 

location, volume and habitat for formal rights of withdrawal and the management 

limitation of others. Educationd materials are Iürely a non-starter with this group. 
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The casual harvesters, on the other hanci, are nonammitted free-riden. They 

corne dong for the h-of-it, make some short-tenn money but have no long-term 

commitments. They would probably be willing to foiiow des, if they were 

enforceci, but their interest in the industry is more infatuation than commitment 

Fmm an industry perspective, they are probably seen as cheap labour by some 

and as unnecessary cornpetition by others. From a property rights perspective, 

they retain no rights, and are likely to be the first group to be excluded following 

aimost any strategy. 

Local harvesters are a completely different story. They look at this industry 

with some amusement. As long as the "outsiders" stay off local lands, f2i the 

hotels and cause minimal fuss, the locals accept the intrusion as an interesting 

opportunity for business and tourism. Most local harvesters partake in the 

industry on a casual basis, and have not yet evolved any recognizable 

institutional capacity or local mushroom management institutions themselves. In 

fact, the industry is still so secretive and new to them that they are not sure quite 

what to make of it all. Given a little understanding and education, they might be 

willing to commit to the long-tenn management point of view. Educational 

material might work with them as weU On the other han& since the crown 

forests around them have never been "theirs" in the f b t  place (i.e. they have 

retained no management, exclusion or dienation rights to state forests), with 

management decisions typically beiig detennined by govemments and other 

outsiders, it might prove difftcult to get this group's commitment to manage other 

users of the resource, particularly on non-private lands. 

This leaves an interesting dilemma. Local harvesters profit h m  the short-terni 

influx of outsiders profiteering on the local resources (free for the takuig) at the 

same time as they are prïvy to potential resource depletion. invasion of their 

privacy and even direct conflicts with outsiders. Tt is tme, then, that they have 



the potentid for long-term management of this resource, and even some possible 

property nghts, but since this particular resource has never been considered theirs 

anyway (Le. they belong to the government), why should they are? 

Buyers and  uto ors 

A second grouping of players are the buyers and the distributors. These are 

generally business people comrnitted to the industry for ôoth profit and market 

share. Their cornmitment is datively high but so is their risk. They are the most 

susceptible to the dragile volatility of the annual barvest but are also mobile and 

powemil. Cunently, this grouping runs the industry. As risk-takers, they 

constantly balance their yeaming for profit with the stability of the market. Since 

they essentialiy have access to a fkee good and have existing customary rights 

over management and exclusion, they are not keen on "indiscriminate" 

government controls. They could, perhaps, be appaached to limit consumption a 
the proposeci management guidelines guaranteed them stable long-term rems .  

Buyers and distributors do want a predictable and confiict frre indusq, of course 

and, as they des* it, "everyone wants a level playing field" (de Geus, 1992). 

By solidifying or perbaps even encomging the exchange of distributor 

management rights over practical industry operations for market informaton and 

exclusion of outsiders, the governent might be able to negotiate a sharing of 

industry control and gather some of the detailed volume, location and price 

information that they need for long-tenn harvest predictions. Without solid 

biological and environmental data, howevet, harvest fluctuations are hard to 

predict, and without industry conmls on everyone else, as weU, resource 

managers would be harà pressed to convince this particular group that short-term 

production limits are beneficial to the industry (Le. the classic prisoners dilemma). 
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Forest Industrg 

Another current tenure holder over the areas where mushroorn harvesting 

occurs is the forest industry. These companies have area-based rights to timber 

hamesting, and, although this does not give them explicit rights to non-timber 

products such as the mushrooms, it does put their existing withdrawal and 

management rights at ri&. For the most part, they see the pmiiferation of non- 

tirnber industries as a potential threat to their own profitability. Unless a way can 

be found for them to buy-in to this industry and profit h m  this type of 

diversification, their motivation wouid be to not support if. There-in lies the key: 

They are clearly existing (but indirect) tenure holders who will iikely try to gain 

compensation as they are weaned out. 

First Nations 

It is not clear what the role of the First Nations will be. They are both users, 

possible proprietors (as tenure holders) and recognized owners of some nearby 

lands. At present, nobody knows for sure how First Nations are subject to 

provincial rules on crown land and the arguments are both volatile and political. 

Irrespective of definitions, however, they do have a stake. As users I harvesters 

they would want to gain employment h m  the work, as proprietors they would 

want compensation for changing tenure agreements, while as owmers they would 

want to exert decision-making authority and their rights of alienation. Being 

land-based, they have motivation to commit to long-term management practices, 

if they are recognized. 

Government 

Finaly, the govemment. Various departments of the "state" have diffeting 

interests in this industry, but as responsible agents for the province (i.e. the legal 

"O wners" of most provincial land resources), govemment concems include 

everything ranging fiom sustainability of the forest ecosystem to forest resources 



use issues, land-use planning, the economics of harvesting, administration of the 

harvest, revenue generation, general socio-economic factors, health and safety 

issues, questions of ownership and jurisdiction, interaction and cooperation 

between agencies, contlict management, recognizing First Nations needs and 

providing balance to the industry overall (de Geus, 1994). 

Fundamentally, the government players are interested in the stability, equity 

and manageability of both the iadustry and the decision-making process. They 

are, therefore, both stakeholders and facilitators. in this plvticular case, as owners 

of the resource, ihey have the right to take responsibility over it and make 

management decisions that affected other players (Le. exert their rights of 

management, exclusion and alienation). They are in the process of figuring out 

how to do this. lheir specific short-term interests include maaaging the waste 

and litter problems lefi by other players, providing both fire and habitat 

protection services throughout the region, bauling out way-faring and lost 

pickers through expensive search and rescue operations, protecting wildlife and 

environmental values and generally tryiag to be benevolent managers for just 

about everything. As facilitators, they are concemed with equitable income 

distribution, industry stability and controlling conflicts. As facilitators, they are 

also caught in the un-enviable dilemma of not having the information to make 

long-term decisions, but still having the responsibility to balance and compensate 

multi-stakeholder interests. Their motivations are, understandably, toward 

simpiicity and keeping the Face. 

In this particular process, the govenunent d e  boils down to both managing 

the balance between a l l  of the other players and then managing the balance 

between aU the other players and themselves. From the reports available, it seems 

that the government-as-stakeholder and the govemment-as-facilitator roles have 

been operating at cross purposes. They do appear to have held some early multi- 
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stakeholder meetings to discuss issues and develop management strategies - but 

apparently they only included other stakeholders in defining the issues, not in 

resolving them. In other words, they jumped to the seIf-directed management and 

goal setting stage (based on their own proprietary interests) without recognizing 

other stakeholder roles and motivations. 

Stage T h n e  - Possiolr Negoturtions 

It is f d y  clear fhm the earlier parts of this chapter that the wild mushroom 

task force did not pay particular attention to the full bundle of stakeholder 

property rights discussed here. This directly aggravates the imbalance between 

the property rights that stakeholders perceive that they have, and the duties of 

others to respect these rim. Since one usefid indicator for recognizing poorly 

balanced property rights is the existence of contlcts, it is not s-sing to find 

them in this case study. Some examples found in the wild mushroom industry 

include allegations of people setthg forest fires to promote future production 

oppomtnities, detenoration of habitat h m  inappropriate harvesting activities, 

littering of campsites, problems of mass saaitation, physicd confroatations and the 

expense of search and rescue operations when pickers get lost. 

Would a more interactive rights-based process of stakeholder negotiations 

more adequately address the issues behind such conflicts. And would such a 

process address the expressed needs of both the government and the non- 

government stakeholders involved in wild mushroom management in the research 

area? The answer is a qualüïed yes. The recognition of multi-stakeholder 

property rights & a precursor to incorporating these rights, and the nght holders, 

into the decision-mabg process. Without getting into the details of interest- 

based negotiations or the application of conflict resolution models in natural 

resource decision-making, the foUowing issues are discussed h m  an interactive 

perspective. 



Issue One - Usable information 

AU of the task force reports recognized a need for more data on the physical 

parameters of hamest volume, location, timing, and potential revenue for the wild 

rnushroom industry in British Columbia. This information was specXcally needed 

before long-term management decisions couid be effectively made. The chosen 

management strategy opens the possibility of accessing this information through 

the buyer's liames, but recognhes limitations on the reliability of the data 

coiiected this way. It also proposes undertaking some form of ecological research 

on ail forms of commercialiy harvested wild edible mushrooms in British 

Columbia. This is certainiy a good idea, but begs the question of whether reliable 

industry information is tnily mattainable, or is it simply unavailable to the 

govemment? The fact that it is not currently in their hands could simply indicate 

that the govemment has not found the motivation to access it yet. 

Without presupposing actual stakeholder knowledge, rights-based decision- 

making prernises that, if industry information exists, it would most readily corne 

h m  the industry itself (i.e. from the stakeholders on the ground such as the 

harvesters, buyers and distributors). Harvesters, for example, are k 1 y  to have 

considerable but disperse knowledge of specific locations, habitats and income 

levels, but use secrecy to 1 s t  outsider access. In this case, governments are 

unwanted outsiders. Harvesters also see government inauence as a meddling tax 

grab and a potential restriction on their rights of access. Buyers and disaibutors, 

similarly, are Wrely to have hancial information but need to be motivated 

through market stability arguments to share i t  The govenunent departments, on  

their part, have a wide ranging list of goals and intetests but Wted resources to 

reach them with. With cooperation, the government could possibly track location 

and quantity knowledge it could overcome harvester and distributor distrust. 
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One solution. therefore, would be to negotiate a trade. Use industry licensing 

of both the pickers and the buyers to lirait and control outsiders, thus providing 

them the benefit of stable madret access in exchange for the sharing of specific 

resource information through detailed, widespread but individual industry 

surveys. Perhaps information codd be exchanged for picking rights. As 

observed in the reports, data accwacy would be suspect without recourse to 

conknation, of course, but the pooling of an of this ground level information 

could easily be complemented and enhanced by the proposed scientificdy valid 

baseline research. The benefit to aIl players wouid be improved harvest 

predictability and stabilized market access. If there were a fee attached to these 

licenses it should be directed towards, and used for, the baseline research. The 

currently proposed option to require buyers to purchase a license is fatally flawed 

by not beuig driven by compensation for knowledge and cooperation but by a 

misguided notion of uni-directional, non-accountable revenue generation. 

Issue Two - Enforcement 

A second issue conœms enforcement. How could musliroom licenses, or 

other industry regdations, be enfotced considering the vast areas and 

considerable numbers of people involved? Even the government recognizes that 

the act of supervision and enforcement by 'outsiders,' such as themselves, is 

prohibitively difficult (de Geus; 1992 - 95). The task force quite accurately 

recognized that the small number and high visibility of the buyers makes them 

fairly easy to identify. Licensing this group, therefore, would be administratively 

simple. Simple perhaps - effective perhaps not. 1s there an opportunity, therefore, 

for intemal cornpliance? 



Since the industry is tirne sensitive, buyers' motivations are for both a large 

number of reliable but low priced pickers and a large percentage of market share. 

As discussed eariier, if the government can regdate market access (i.e. use 

iicensing to lirnit outsiders) and improve harvest predictability through 

amalgamating harvester and buyer knowledge, perhaps they could use this to 

negotiate with the buyers to manage the harvesters themselves.. The buyen, in 

tum, wouid likeIy show preference to professional harvesters who migrate with 

the season and are relatively efficient, productive and reliable, leaving most casual 

and some local harvesters out of the picture. Most local harvesters would not 

care as long as they retain the indirect spinsff economic and recreationd benefits 

associated with this industry. Even though there would always be a demand for 

some casud pickers, a reduction in their numbers might reduce the land-use, 

littering, search and rescue and personal confIicts associated with the curent 

large, untrained and unprofessional worHorce. Since these motivations address 

recognized govemment issues, there might be some reason to negotiate. It must 

be remembered that the motivation for the buyers to regulate their harvesters 

exists oniv if they retain some rights to influence the regulations themselves. 

6.4 Discussion 

The purpose of working through these stages has been to demonstrate a 

process, rather than to describe specifics. How accurate or predictive this analysis 

has ken,  in other words, is secondary to highlighthg the potential usefulness of 

the process in natural resources management situations. Some background 

matenai, on the application of interest-driven management processes in 

developing long and short-tenn naturai resources management solutions, can be 

found in the works of C o ~ e r  (199?), Fisher (1996) and Fraser (1996). 
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The existing process started off well with issues identification and data 

acquisition but gave no consideration to pmperty rïghts. With no recognition 

that stakeholders, with their diverse bundles of nghts, could be involved in 

decision-making, and effectively no stakeholder contribution in fonning balanced 

management recommendations, the current management strategies are sadly 

lacking. Inherent in a rights-based approach to decision-making is the explicit 

necessity for participant feedback and m s s  feroüizaton of ideas. K the 

management process had included ai l  the players, understood their motivations 

(based on property rights) and worked towards balancing their interests, it is not 

unreasonable to expect that such a decision-making process would have evolved 

into a more sustainable and credible resource management strategy. 

According to their reports, the task force proposal recommended that the 

govenunent license only the buyers, conduct separate ecological research, 

distribute educational pamphlets, somewhere find the money, personnel and 

political will to increase policing of enforcement legislation (e.g. for cornpliance 

with fie, litter, health, waste, wildlife, parks and protection regulations), becorne a 

big brother to any new indusüy associations, recognize and try not to infriage 

upon the rights and values of just about anybody, particularly Fust Nations, and 

resolutely provide opportunities for public participation. 

A rights-based process, on the other hand, suggests that the whole industry be 

managed, not just one stakeholder (e-g. the buyers). Such a process also suggests 

that all property rights holders are stakeholders and that successful management 

involves negotiating a balance between their rights, motivations and interests 

(e.g . trade industry knowledge and operational capacity for harvest management 

and market stability). Specifically, the new management strategy would use 

licensing to limit both the buyers and the harvesters, but also to gather 

information for improved harvest predictability. Fewer harvesters would mean 
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reduced need for more enforcement, thereby reducing the source of the 

iafi.actions. The scientific research wouid be used to complement industry 

denved knowledge, not as a substitute for it. Educational material would need to 

be targeted and purposefully distributed to speafic stakeholder groups to be 

useful, and a forum would necessarily be set up to negotiate stakeholder input 

into the management strategy itself. 

Fram this resuuch, it can be argued that the use of some f m  of a property 

rights analysis aIlows for the formation of manageable groupings of stakeholders, 

identification of specinc interests, values and 'buy-ins' beyond simple 

'ownership' rights and provides a broader fhmework for negotiations between 

stakeholders. It is fiuidamental to remember that, logicdy, when a stakeholder 

action impacts on a resowce, it is prudent to consider both the action, the actor 

and theu property rights in developing management strategies for this same - 
resource. It appears that merent versions of mdti-stakeholder decision-making 

are making headway into the resource management arena in the research area - 
such as interactive public participation processes, regional-scale land-use 

planning processes and even land and resource-based confiict resolution 

situations - but these are definitely not universally applied. By allowing for a 

richer pattern of stakeholder cornmitment to a nsource, property rights analysis k, 

hopefhily, one more tool far balanad naturai resource decision-making. 

6.5 Summary 

The research from the previous chapters was applied and focused into a 

property rights analysis of the wild mushroom resource. The proposed state- 

derived management recommendations were assessed k m  a property rights 

perspective, and stakeholder rights and motivations were identined and 
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discussed. A speculative analysis was conducted on how the proposed wild 

mushroom management scenarh might change if detailed attention to property 

rights had been included in the decision-making ptocess. It was pointed out that 

the emphasis of this chapter was to understand the process of applying property 

rights considerations to management decision-making, not the specific 

speculations. Having said thi$ it was also quite clear that a rights-based 

management process wodd Iikely lead to a sigpincantly different wild mushtoom 

management scenario than the one cumntly proposed by the wild mushtoom 

task force. 



Chapter Seven - Discussion and Recommendatiom 

7.1 Management Pattern in the Arrow Lakes 

With its history of cyclical nsource extraction, changing land-use regulations, 

physicd resoufce limitations and overlapping property nghts, it is no surprise that 

the land-use debates in the h w  Lakes region of the West Kootenays are both 

himuituous and complex. EssentialIy, the area has undergone a series of 

economic booms, each based on simple resource extraction over a relatively short 

period of time (e.g. minîng, agriculture, hydro-electric reservoirs and forestry). 

The property rights and management requirements guiding these past resource 

industries typically starteci off simpiy and have grown increasiagly complex and 

integrated as environmental and social consequences appear, and as more 

stakeholder values have been indudeci in the decision-making process. Over 

t h ,  social pressures over zoning, safety, idtemative resource values, conflict 

management, environmentai protection, and shared access have started to express 

themselves and increasingly complex management niles have developed. The 

proliferation of new regulations, public open houses and consensus-based 

planning processes are examples of how this evolution of property rights and 

management values have changed. 

The purpose of this practicum has been to document and discuss how nanual 

resource decision-making is distributed among property rights holders in the 

Arrow Lakes region. The specinc objectives of the research were to: 

Iden* and describe natural resource uses in the Anow Lakes Valley; 
Ideniify the stakeholders of these resources (e.g. users, claUnants, proprietors 
and owners); 
Describe the distribution of decision-making authority over these nanual 
resources, as held by each stakeholder group; 
Identify patterns of overlap or shared decision-making authority; 
Derive recommendations for the inclusion of property rights research in 
nawal resounie management and decision-making in the study area. 
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To do a l l  of this, the baseline infornation found in Chapter Four and Five 

describing the area, its resomes and its people can be used as background. The 

property rights details found in Chapter Five, however, provide the basis for later 

discussion and deserve to be Iooked at more closely. 

Ovemil, the state is the fomai and underlying 'ownet' of ail land resources in 

Canada, and over the years has allocated packages of land and related access, 

withdrawal, management, exclusion and alienation nghts to various users (e.g. 

through a combination of discrete licemes, pedts ,  or contractual agreements for 

each resource). Under this system, natural resource management and regulation 

tend to relate to "products" such as hardwood, softwood, woodchips, alternative 

forest products, animat species, water supply and, .. more recently , the less tangible 

qualities of wilderness experience and habitat protection. In general, 

stakeholders have ken  managed (with varying degrees of success) under direct 

state supervision. In this context, the recent intensification of usage, 

diversification of values, and simple congestion of overlapping property rights 

has led to a degeneration of discrete ownership ri@, an increasing complexity 

in decision-making and towards a pmliferation of resource-based coaflicts* 

(CORE, 1994; MoF, 1994; Fisher, 19%). 

Recent provincial initiatives have emphasized two ovemding approaches, or 

patterns of decision authority to dealhg with resource-based disputes (Objective 

4). The first was by articulating stakeholder nghts and responsibilities and 

providing more explicit land-use guidelines than had existed before (e.g. the 

Forest Ractices Code). The second pattem was to guide resource users through 

broad-scaled planning initiatives and, through a f o n d  consensus process, 

provide direction to regional planning and decision-making (e.g. CORE). 

*The content of ment conflicts in the research a r a  include forestry practices, environmental protection. land 
tenure debates, land appropriation and the participation process itself. 
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As a means of res01Viag resource-based property right concems. however, 

neither approach is perfect, and sigaincant pb1ems stiil exist in the 

implementation of each. Both address a trend towards increased user 

involvement in the land-use decision-making process by i d e n m g  a wider 

range of stakeholders and including some of their non-consumptive resource 

values in the discussions. The common ground between the two processes has 

been increased recognition that overlapping property rights play a d e  in shaping 

land-use decision-making. They have both been regional in scope, involved 

large-scale consultation with a wide cross-section of usas, and they were both 

state dnven - involving the government coming to teans with physical depletion 

of its resource inventory, an increasing demand for local control by the various 

stakeholders and the maturation of strong, non-consumptive stakeholder groups 

(based on bath environmental and social values). - 

The ciifferences in the approaches, however, appear h m  within the 

distribution of their property right characteristics; the fornia, the Forest Practices 

Code (FPC) is based on expiicit de-making directeci at the rights of access, use - 
and management, and the latter, the Commission on Resoutces and Environment 

(CORE) addresses the property rights of dienation and exclusion. Generally 

speaking, the FPC is seen as king pragmatic but overly complex as it explicitly 

defines detaiïed d e s  of use and management. CORE, on the other han& while 

iaitially intetesthg and innavative, is seen as having becorne sullied in problems 

of legitimacy, timeliness and politics. The result of these two approaches, in 

combination, has ken  increased recognition of stakeholder rights, partial 

legitimization of non-consumptive forest values in resource decision-making and 

the preliminary introduction of an allocation and dispute resolution process that 

might prove capable of providing direction for future land-use decisions. 
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Expanding even M e r  on Objective 4, one thing that becornes apparent fiom 

this research is that there is increasing discussion on how to share decision 

authorities over complex and overlapping laad-use jwisdictions, in the case study 

region (CORE, 1994; MoF, 1994; Mo& 1995). The reason for this is that "the 

issues are simply too complex, interactive and volatile for any one stakeholder to 

develop well infomed, balanced and comprehensive plan[s] for the region" 

(CORE, 1994). In the context of predominantiy state driven property rights, 

strong demands are king made for increasing local control and sharing of 

decision-making powers with resource users themselves (CORE, 1994; FFC, 

1995). Current property rights processes increasingly require some degree of 

public participation and review (MoE, 1995; CORE, 1994) and tend to be 

oriented towards shared use and management responsibilities, as opposed to 

absolute ownership and exclusion. In f a  exclusive ownenhip over nahirai 

resources under any property rights regirne appears to be becorning more of a 

r&ty than a common practice. 

In order to derive the recommendation demanded by Objective 5 there was a 

need to focus the property rights analysis more deeply on one specific resource - 
in this case wild mushroom management. Although stimittedly speculative in 

nature, Chapter Six sewed the purpose of demonstrating how property rights 

analysis can be incorporated into natural resource decision-making. The 

conclusions of this chapter were that traditional rnanagement processes were very 

narrowly defined by state ownership rights and inadequately fhlfWed their role. 

The proposed nghts-based decision-making process was broader in scope, 

identified non-ownership nghts (such as the rights of access, withdrawal, 

rnanagement and exclusion), as integral to incorporating stakeholder motivations 

into resource management decision-makhg and resulted in sigaificantly different 

rnanagement recommendations. 



Effectvely, the rights-based management argument states that defrning the 

natural resource management pmblem adequately includes identifying the players 

and incocporating them into decision-making. This is done through the use of - 
bath detailed property rights analysis to identify the stakeholders and their rights, 

and some fom of interactive decision-malcing process to enabie these rights to be 

transacted or exchanged. The process, itself, becornes a forum for balamhg a fidl 

range of property rights, thus leading to a more flexible management solution. 

Ail of the property nghts and land-use initiatives discussed in this research 

demonstrated some degree of s h e d  decision-making. None was exclusive in 

either a theoretical or a practical sense. AU were overlapping. State property, for 

example, was increasingly sensitive to public opinion and pressure to recognize 

multiple resource values. Private property was rarely, if ever, independent of 

public, culaual or regional economic incentives. Common property did not exist 

as such, but almost all resources displayed some common property-like 

characteristics (i.e. shared authority over jointly used resources) and open access 

resources appeared to become managed resources as soon as they demonstrated 

signiscant economic or social benefits. 

When planning natural resource management strategies in the case study area, 

therefore, one would be wise to consider the evolving nature of naniral resounies 

decision-making in the British Columbia moutain environment as they move 

towards recognizing multiple use values, increasing levels of stakeholder 

involvement and overlapping property right jurisdictions. The use of interest- 

based decision-making processes combined with detailed property rights analysis 

tools might be one solution for doing this. 
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7.2 Recommendations 

In light of the clear shift towards overlapping property rights and the 

theoretical potential for local land-users, claimants and prwetors to play a role in 

the sustainable management of naturai fesources, the following recommendations 

are put forward for discussion: 

1) Ongoing and friture decision-making processes should try to explicitly 

recognize the detailed property right charactenstics of a l l  stakeholders 

impacted by resource management initiatives. 

2) Ongoing and future decision-making processes should actively integrate these 

proprty right holders into their structure through the use of multi-stakeholder 

participation and multi-party negotiations, as opposed to being a passive 

forum for simple input solicitation. 

3) If a consensus process is to be used again in this region, care should be taken 

to ensure that it has potential to succeed through the provision of training in 

the process, recogriizing and negotiating within a context of the broad-based 

property right characteristics, delegating adequate authority to the decision 

makers and working on a local, as opposed to a regional-scale. 

4) The establishment and strengthening of local micminstitutions should be 

encouraged in the region as a means of recognizing community level property 

rights and building local resource management capacity. 
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Appendix A: SampIe Research Questions 

Socio-demographïc information 
How long bave you Lived bm? 
What factors Mped you chose this area? 
What is your age p u p .  general occupation. educational level. income range, etc. ? 

History of resource usage and change 
What m the dinertnt riesources that are used in the area? How, and for what 
purpose, are thcy each useci? 
Who are the users? How has tbis cbanged over the? 
How do people use the sunounding Forests? T m ?  Mountains? Rivers? ûther 
resonrccs? How does tbese land-use vazy at diBennt tims of the year? 
How have lmd-uses changed over the? (forests, water, hawesting, agric ultureture...) 
Who has the responsibility for long-km care and management of this nsource? 
How are these decisions made, and how have they changed over the years? 

Property rights, property institutions 
Do you own any land in the area? What are your vested interests in this ans? 
Who else uses this land or resource? For what ~urposes? * L 

Who achially owns the land? Who uses it? 
Who decides who can use this land and how is this decision made? Enforced? 
How clear are the boundaries? How have the boundarïes changed over tirne? 
How do people's rights to land holdings mer? How do your respomibilities 
ciiffer fiom your neighbors? The govemments? The Companies? 
Are there any communally owned lands in the area? How are they managed? 
What govemment d e s  apply to your use of this ana? Do these des  bave any 
influence on your land-use practice? What other types of Nies are there? 
Who has good access to tbis 'murce' and who has Wted use or is excludeci 
aitogether? How has this changed over tim? 
Do you, or have you ever participated in mriking or implementing land-use 
regulations? Do yoa t a k  part in public open houses? Public reviews? 

Issues and conaicts 
What types of confiicts exist around different resource uses? 
What happens when the= is a contlict? 
How have these cùanged with time? 
If conûadicti011~ exkt between fornial (de jure ) and informal (de facto ) 
management practices, which do you follow? Which does the community follow? 
In your opinion, is this resource use mstainable? Why? 



Appendix B : Personaï Communications 

Stratification of CoIlsOItants 

Ministry of Forests (MoF), Fkld Office, District Office, Regionai Oiiice 
Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks (MoELP) 
Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resourccs (MoEMPR) 
Village of Nakusp, Mayor, Council Members, Chamber of Commerce 
Regional District o f  Central Kootenay: Atca K, Director, Planning Office 
Pope and Talbot, Director, Plannets, Employas, Silviculturc 
~ i % w  
Con tractors 
Citizens of Nakusp 
Environmentaiist, VaIhdla Society 
Kootenay Heliskiing 
CORE: Commission on Resources and Environment 

Appendix C: Composition of the West Kootenay-Boundary 

Regional Negotiation Table 



Appendix D: Letter of Appreciation 

"DHANDYABAD. " Thank you again for your input into our research project 
this Summer. 1 think that 1 speak for everyoae on our teem when 1 Say that the 
field season in the Nakusp / Amw Lakes was an overwhelming success, as well 
as a highly enjoyable experïence. The community was helpful, the people 
fnendly and the lamiscape beauW. Who couid ask for more! 

Now that the fun part of research is over, we are a l l  back at our desks sifMg 
through the materiais that we collected this suramer. Your input on land-use in 
the area is an integral part of our data, be it in the fonn of reports that were made 
available or local perceptions that you shared. Both sides of the story are 
important and we hop to use your input wisely. 1 hope that now, in the writing 
and review process, we are able to do your assistance justice. Thanks again for 
your tirne, patience and the interest that you have shown us as we &te about 
your community. Furthemore, please remembet that should you require any 
M e r  information or clarification about this study please feel fne to contact me 
at the Natural Resowces Institute. 

S incerel y 

Greg Stevens 
Nanual Resources Instimte 
University of Manitoba 
70 Dysart Road 
~inr;ipeg, Manitoba 
R3T 2N2 



Appendix E: Wild Mushroom Task Force Framework 

S E C T I O N  F I V E  

Proposed Framework 

T he third nep of the task force was to identiQ potentia1 pine mushroom 
management h e w o r k s  and to evaluate them based on whether they 

achieve the goals and objectives identified in Section 4. 

The task force felt that achievement of the goals and objectives before 
faU 1994 is not realisticaily anahable. The diniculty of develo ping 
regdations for pine mushroom hamting is compounded by two factors: 
the Iack of scientific data about the effects of hamestins on forest and 
rnushroom ecology; and the Iack of social and econornic information on the 
pine mushroom industry. 

Given these gaps, task force members decided that at the very least, 
any management fhmework recommended should provide the folIowing 
idonnation about the industry: 

the volume ofpine mushroom harvested; - 

the locations where pinc mushrooms are harvtsted; 

the t h e  of ycar pine mushroorns are harvested; 

the nurnber of hanesters operating; 

the value and grades of pine mushroorns harvested; and, 

the potentiai revenue to the govcrnment. 

In a& 10 management framework models were proposed and 
evaluated. Ail of them were one of three types: manasement h e w o r k s  
based on: 

1. establishment ofa moratorium on commercial harvesting of pine 
mushroorns; 



2. continuation ofthe s t a t u  quo; and 
3. management of the pine mushroom indwtry vil: - 

- non-tenuce bucd options; ad, - tenure-bued options. 

The tuk force rejected the ûrst two types ofmmagement fiiamtworks, 
as these options do not sati* the gods and objcctw ofthe task force 
membm. These management Z i a m c w o ~  are, nevertheIess, dimssed 
below, dong with those that acidress fhsiibe management options for the - - 
industry. - 

Moratorium 

Under this type of management fkmcwo& a moratorium would be 
estrbtishd for a Kt paiod oftirne until raaitinc research had b e n  
completcd and xierrtists codd vaifSr SusCainable hmesting Ieveis. 
Rescarchen generaily contend that a minimum of& years is rq&d to 
undertakt such studies. 

MODEL 1 Moratorium on commercial harvesting 

pmaiu the devûopment ofscientificaily based hantest leveis; 

addnsres public concem about the impact on forest resource; 
enables wmmmt of the d u c  of the pine mushroom resource 
versus that of other forest resourccs; and. 
eIirm'nates tbrcst user conflicts. 

DiSadYIiQntogts: 

eIiminates potcntiai for menue gcneration br govcmmcnt; 

eliminatcs anplopent opportLiNtie3 and industry growth during 
the 1trigt.h of the moratorium; 
a f f i  focai and regionai deveiopment; and, 

does nd support sciaiiific research to determine ecologicai impacts 
on th= &ushra~m res6urce aiid otha fofcsf tClickces. 



PINE MUSHROOM TASK FORCE 

Continuation status quo 

The cornmerciai bamcsting ofpine mushmoms k now occunnig 
without any undemuidinq ofthe impact of harvesting lévels on either the 
ecology of the mushroom or the o v e d  ecology of the brest resource. 

Govcrnmcnt does not have nliaôle statistics on the ske and scope of 
the L i d t x ~ ~ ~  to be rbk to wduate the indwty's sipificame compand to 
that of more traditional forest resource uses. ï h i s  fack of idionnation 
currently prevents incorporation of the pine mushroorn resource into 
intcpted ruourte management. 

MODEL 2 Status quo 
A second management fiamework involves maintaining the status quo 

untii adequate ecologicai, sociai. and economic infornation is avaifable to 
establish a comprehensive teplatory framework for the pine mushmom 
industry. 

maintains employment oppominities; and, 
maint ains local andlor regionai develo prnent. 

continues to be an unaddressed public concern; 

impcdcs assessrnent oftht value of the pine mushroom resource 
versus that O t other forest resources; 
prccludes the direct coUection of incorne tax Born hamsters; 

elhinates potentid for revenue generation for goverment; 

does not support scientific research to detennine ecological impacts 
on the mushroom rcsource and other Forest rcsourccs; - 

d o u  not resotve forest user.con0icts; and, 
provides no oppomnity for govemrnent to addrcu concerns. 
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MODEL 3 Status quo plus voluntary industry cooperation 
Under thir managiart h e w o r k ,  Wuntary participation by the 

industry would provide govemmtnt with boseiine econoniic and socid 
information on pini mushroorn harvestbg. This hncwotk  supports the 
deveiopment and distniution of educational mataial; edAishmmt of 
scientific study areas, and consultation with stakehold-&S a d  F i  Nations. 
It dso requircs the i n d  a&rcanent of uchhg leghhtion goveniing 
for aample, Etter, fire pmmtion, h d t h  standards, waste, wildWe, park 
protection, and ëmiiromnd protection. 

padal1y eiubles the wessment ofthe value ofthe phe mushroom 
resource versus that ofotha forest nsources; 
paitially supports scientific rescarch to determine ecologicd 
*mpacîs on the mushroom resource and otber forest resounu; 
supports inmascd enforcement of existing kgislation; 

maintains emplopent opportunitiu and mdustxy growth; 
maintains local andlor regionai deveiopment; and, 

potentidy suppo- formation of an indu* association. 

DixIchrcmtkages: 

continues to be an unaddtcssed public concem; 

preciudes the direct coiiection of incorne t+x âom hamsters; 
elinhates potentiai for revenue generation for government; 

relies on potentiaily unreliable volunteerd hdustry intonnation; 
Md, 
does not r d v e  forest-user conaicts 

Management pine mushroom lndustry 

Non-tenure based option 
These options would not ümit hvvesting activity but would provide 

govenunent with the oppottututy to obfaih duable data on the resourke; 
the industq size and râte of growth, the number ofbarvaten, problems 
within the i n d m  and potentiai growth arcas. 
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MODEL 4 Ucense mushroom buyers only 

W pine mushroom buyen under this management mode1 would be 
requked to purchase am annual buyer's Iicense and disclose Ulfonnation. 
Infornation couected at buyin5 stations wodd be specified by govcmment 
and fonn the basis for indu- data. 

At the sariie tirne, scient& reseuch would be Etiated in various 
locations in the province, with work d e d  out in close association with 
the U.S. Department of ~griculture and state agencies in Washington and 
Oregon Incrcaseâ dorament of exkithg legislation, formation of an . 

association, and distribution of educationai materiai would dso be required. 

provides a positive starting point and a reasonable apptoach to 
immediately address public concems about the impact of pine 
mushroom hannsting on other forest resources; 

enables the assessrnent of the vdue of the pine mushroorn resource 
versus that of other forest resources; 

supports scientific research to detennine ecoiogicai impacts on the 
mushroom resourct and other forest resources; 

requires the establishment of effective monitoring and edorcement 
procedures; 

supports an efficient and effective administration process; 

suppoa the incfcased enfbrcanent of existuig legislation; 
generates mmue for goverriment thmugh establishment of a 
iicense fee system; 

allows for the collection of reliable industry Uitocmation; 

potentiaily maintains current employment opportunities and 
industry gro* 
potentially maintains ainent local aiidlor regional development; 

supports the formation of an industry association; 
supports the development and distribution ~Feducational matenals; 

requires the mognition of pine mushrooms as a valuable natural 
resource in land-use planning processes. 
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does not directly regidab barvtsting p d c e s ;  
provides no opporainity to check indudry Momtation, which ir 
coUectcd h m  ody one Icvd, and there is no oppomuiity to 
counter check *&omntDon; 

does not tesolve forest-user conaicts. - 

MODEL 5 Ucense hamsters only 
Under this madel, conimercid harvesters would be required to 

- 
purchw r iicaise to hamst  phe mushmork The tiyk force estimate 
that between 5,000 and lO.000 harvtsters are involved in the industry. 
Regulating this scctor of the indurtry codd thus potentiaiIy yield numerous 
data sets on the industry, but the task force believes it would be 
a d m i n i ~ e 1 y  onerous'to do $0. 

provides a m ~ ~ s r n  to re@ate hawesting pnctic y with 
appropriate penaities; 
partiaüy a d d r k s  pubiic con- about the impact ofpine 
mushroom harvtsting on otha fbtcst raourccs; 
enables govenunent to ~ U e c t  incorne taxes d i r d y ;  
supports incfcasod enforcanent of acïsting legislation; 
potentidly ga ia tm menue for govemment b u g h  thé 
esubiishment of a liceme fœ systeq 

does not rd& empIorpmt opportunities and industq growth; 

does not d a  local andlor neionai dcvelopmmt; and, 
potentidly supports the fbnnrtion of an industy association. 

. - .- -- . .  . - -  - -  
O p m n t s  the asscssmerrt of  the vaiuc ofthe pine mushroom cesource 

venus that of other forest tcsources; 

prdudes the establishment of effitive monitoring and 
uiforcemer;t. given the large number of harvesters; 
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L- 
- e hinders the establishment of an efficient and effective administration 

process, given to the large number- of harvestm; - 
dots not resotve f o r e  usa confiicts; and, 

does not provide enough data to support regulations for huvesting 
practicu. 

MODEL 6 Ucense exporters only 

The iicmsing of phe mushroom exporters would enable the 
govemment to coiiect industry idionnation via the accumulation of 
required Company reports. 

enables the assesment ofthe value of the pinc mushroorn rcsource 
versus that o f  other forcit rcscurces; 
requires the establishment of eEective monitoring and enforcement 
procedures; 

supports an efficient and effiective administration process, given the 
low number of exporten; 

generates revenue for govemment through the establishment of a 
license fie rystem; 

allows for the diiect cuiIection of reliable industry information; 

maintains employment oppomuiities and indu- growth; 

maintains lod andlor regional devclopment; and, 
has province-wide application. 

provides no opportunity to check industtry idocmation, which is 
coUected ftom ody one IeveI; 

conthuu to be an unaddrcssed public conccrn; 

prccludes the direct coUection of income tax nom harvestm; 
does not resolve forest-user codicts; and, 
d o a  not support scientific research to dettnnine ecological impacts 
on the mushroom resource and on other forcd resources. 
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MODEL 7 Ucense both hamsters and buyers 
Under this modd, both ~~nmiac*d pine ~nushtoom hancstm uid 

buyers would be nquired to puduse an m u a l  liceme. Buym would be 
quind to disdose infbtmation ta govanment ik specified by the 
conditions of the liceme. nie w e  d d  neithtr bt ara mir volume 
based and would lp appüd on a pmvincial b u i s  

provida a mechanimi to teplate harvcsttig practica, with 
appropriate p d t i t s ;  
partially addresses public concmu about the impact of pine 
mushroom hmesting on 0 t h  forest rtsources; 

arables usesment of the Mhic of the pine mushroorn resource 
verau that of 0 t h  r o m  mources, 
supports sciaitific reseanh to damnine ecologicai impacts on the 
mushroom rcsource and other forest ~tsoutces; 

enablu govemment to coilect incorne taxe diredy; 
supports incmed enforcement of existing Iegislation; 

potentially generates nvaiue for govemment through the 
utabüshment of a liceiue fw system; 
dows for the d i r a  collection of diable industry infomtion; 

does not r d a  anployment opponunities and potmtial industxy. 
8n,W; 
dos not d a  local uidlor regionai development; 
supports the fomtion of rn hdusay association; m4 
supports the devdopmmt and distriauton of ducationai material 
on, for exampfe, responsible harvcsting mahods anci bealth anci 
safety. 

precludcs the establishment of&& monitoring and 
dorcemat, given the large nurnber of harvestcrs; 

&es not resolve forest-user conflictr; and, 
does not provide enou& data to support regulations of harvesting 
practices. 
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Tenure-based options 

These options would impose a limit on the level of harucstinq. They 
are generaiiy not considered to be achievable at this tirne. given the Iack of 
idonnation about the resource and the UIdustry and the rack oFa 
supporthg govenunent cegulato y' *bfht~cture. 

MODEL 8 volume-based hanrestlng quotas 
The establishment of volume-based hawesting quotas would permit 

continued harvest at ecologically suNinable leveb. 

provides government &th a process by which to coIlect income tau 
fiom harvesters; 

supporis increased enforcement of existins legislation; 
potentially generates revenue for government; an4 

improves ecologicai sustainability. 

prevents the assessrnent of the value of pine mushroom resource 
versos that of other forest rcsources; 

1 does not support scientiac rc~uuch to detemine ecologicai impacts 
on the mushroorn m u r c e  and other forest resourca; . 
requires considerable scientific research to support model; 

may incrase forest-user conflicG; . 

prcciudcr the cstabiishmcnt of effective monitoring and 
enforcement; and 
repuires the establishment of an efficient and effective 
admihistration proceu. 



Under this tenue type, aclusive commaci?l hw&g rights wouId 
be by particular forest uw. 

see commena for Mode18 - Volume-bwd harvcsting 

Discrhrun toges: 

see somments for Mode1 8 - Volume-based harvdng, ako 

MODEL 10 nme-based harvesting 
Wth this type of tenure, t h e  windowt to harvest mushmoms would 

need to be estabfished î h e  intait would be to liMt the horvesting period 
to a portion of the hiting season of  the pine mushroom 

see comments for Models 8 and 9 

Task force members d i s c d  md d u a t e d  di 10 models on the basis 
ofhow cach one addrwsed the range disnies i d d e d  in Seaian 3. rlr a 
result of this evaiuation, Mode1 4, licmse murhroom buyers odyY appean 
to rddnsr the most issues ofany of the otha models wnsidéred. Table 2 
shows that Models 4,8,9, and 10 r p p ~  to mcet the highest numba of 
the management hmework goais dcvdopd by the task force. The Iatter - 
t&uee, hoamer, whkh are JI tenue-bwd options, are not consid&d to 
be pncticabk at present bccawe ofth& tclnnce on in ataisve 
infonnation-bued rcgdatoy system~. 

Obviowiy, various combinuionr ofthe 10 models could be rpplid, . 
such as lieauhg hzvyester~, ~UYUS, iiid evoners, or establishing ma-  
bai& tenum in some mas and no temm in 0th- war. Nevcrthcley 
the 10 modds repment the key elements of dl of the potentiai niggaions 

Sior addressing the issues. - - --  - - - .  




